
ON ¿-PERIODIC SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

BY

I. M. SHEFFER

1. Introduction. We shall be interested, in this work, in certain cases of

the system of equations

(1.1) tA:    an0xn + anixn+i + • • ■ = c„        (n — 0, 1, 2, • • • )

in the infinitely many unknowns xo, Xi, ■ • • , cases that we shall refer to as

k-periodic systems, with or without perturbation terms. System (1.1) is char-

acterized by the coefficient array {ani}, or equally well by the sequence of

functions |^4„(Z)}, n = 0, 1, • • • , defined by

00

(1.2) An(t) = E <W (» = 0, 1, •••)•
;=0

In the cases that concern us the series (1.2) will have nonzero radii of con-

vergence.

Definition. A system zA of form (1.1) is a k-periodic system if the coeffi-

cients repeat themselves in blocks of k rows ; in other words, if

(1.3) Ai+ft(f) - At(t) (i=»0, 1, •••,*- Ujom 0,1, •••)•

A ¿-periodic system has the form

00

(1.4) zA:   E ai,rXi+jk+r = £,+,•*        (i = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ , k — I; j = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ ).
r-0

Such a system is completely determined by knowledge of the k functions,

Ao(t), • • • , -4*_i(/). Observe that a ¿-periodic system need not have k as a

primitive period.

It is time to say something about the kind of solution that we seek. To

this end we state the following definition.

Definition. By the type of a sequence {x„} is meant the number ((x„).)

defined by

(1.5) ((x„)) s lim sup | xn|1/n.
B—»to

It is clear that if the functions A jit), j = 0, I, • • • , k — l, are analytic in

\t\ ^g, then the series on the left of (1.4) all converge if ((x„)) ^g; in fact,

convergence takes place when ((x„)) <p, where p is the smallest radius of

convergence of functions j^4„(/)}. We shall look for solutions of type not
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exceeding q. For sequences {xn} with ((x„)) ^q, it is readily found that {c}

given by (1.4) satisfies the condition ((c)) èq; so this condition will be im-

posed on {c} •

The ¿-periodic system with perturbations is formed from (1.4) by adding in

terms with coefficients {a*j} :

OO

(1.6) oA + zA*:       E (ai.r +  0-i+jk,r)Xi+jk+r  =   Ci+kj
r=-0

(i = 0, 1, • • • , ¿- l;j = 0, 1, •••).

where the numbers {a*/} are small relative to {anj}■ The precise conditions to

be placed on {anj\ and {a*j\ will be specified in §§2 and 5 respectively.

System (1.6), for the case k = l, arose in extending and precising a work

of PoincaréO) on certain difference equations, and was given a complete and

elegant treatment by Perron(2)(3). The treatment of the general case in the

present paper uses the methods of Perron where possible ; but these methods

must be augmented by new ones in order to carry out successfully the present

program.

In §2 it is shown how a system of type (1.1) can be transformed by means

of a G-transformation into a new system. When applied to a ¿-periodic system,

it gives rise to a determinant function Aa(I) whose zeros (which occur in nests

of k zeros each) are shown eventually to determine the number of solutions

of the original system. More immediately, however, the G-transformation

carries the system into a one-periodic system, to which the Perron theory

applies. But this new system is not in general equivalent to the original: it

usually has more solutions than has the original, and it is no easy matter to

sort out the true solutions from the overabundance of solutions given by the

new system.

To achieve this aim of obtaining the true solutions, we turn in §3 to the

problem oí factoring a ¿-'periodic system <vf. Such factorization is always pos-

sible, and it is shown that each factor has a determinant function related to

Aa(î) but much simpler in that its zeros consist of a single nest taken from the

nests possessed by AA(t). By this factorization process the true number of

linearly independent solutions of (1.4) is determined as the number of nests

(of zeros) of AA(t).

In §4 certain algebraic properties of factoring are examined, and this

leads to a new, simpler representation of the ¿-periodic system zAas a product

of factors. The case of a system with perturbations is the subject matter of the

(') H. Poincaré, Sur les equations linéaires aux différentielles ordinaires et aux différences

finies, Amer. J. Math. vol. 7 (1885) pp. 203-258.
(2) O. Perron, Über Summengleichungen und Foincaresches Differenzengleichungen, Math.

Ann. vol. 84 (1921) pp. 1-15.
(3) Milne-Thomson, The calculus of finite differences, London, Macmillan, 1933. Chapter

17 is given over to an English translation of the paper of Perron.
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next two sections. In §5 it is shown that a perturbation system can also be

factored in the case that no two nests of zeros of ¿\A(t) have the same absolute

value. From this factorization it is then possible to solve completely the cor-

responding system of equations (1.6), by treating the simple factors sepa-

rately. Finally, in §6, without benefit of the factorization of §5, a complete

solution of system (1.6) is found in every case; but lacking this factorization,

the work is correspondingly more complicated.

2. The G-transformation. Consider the general system of form (1.1) (and

therefore not necessarily periodic) :

00

(2.1) «A:    E anjXn+i = cn (n = 0, 1, • • • ),
i-o

and let [ga\ be an array of constants. Multiply the equations of (2.1) respec-

tively by goo, goi, • • • , gon, • • • and add. Then multiply equations (2.1)

(save the Oth) by gio, gn, • • • and add; then (save the 0th and 1st) by gSo,

g2i, ■ • ■ , and so on. There results the system

OO

(2.2) <¡Aa:    E *«**«+* " «4 « = 0, 1, • • • ,
;'-o

where formally

0O

(2.3) C„   =   JlëniCn+j
i-0

and

OO 00

(2.4) Hn(t) =■ E M' = E gr,,t'An+j(t).
i—0 j—0

Here {.4„(/)} is defined by

00

(2.5) An(t) = E a»*'.
i-o

System tAa, given by (2.2), we term the G-transform(4) of system zA.

So far the G-transform is purely formal; the series defining {ci } need not

even converge. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the

validity of the transformation.

Theorem 2.1. Let the functions {An(t)}, {Gn(t)\ be analytic in \t\ ^q,

where {An(t)\ is given by (2.5) and {Gn(t)} by

(2.6) GW = E?nyi'- (« = 0, 1, •••).
J-0

(') The G-transform can also be applied to the system 2~IJ^oan,-*í = c„, »=0, 1, • • • , but

this does not concern us here.
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To every e > 0 let there correspond a positive number b = S(e) such that

(2.7)

where

(2,8)

((Al(q + &))) < 1 + «,        ((G*n(q + Ô))) < 1 + e,

A*n(t) = È I a*i I *'.       <£(*) = Ê I gm I t>.

Then for all \xn\ with ((x„))^g, the series on the left of (2.1) converge to a

sequence [cn\ for which ((c)) úq; sequence {ci } of (2.3) also exists and is of

type not exceeding q; and {x„| satisfies (2.2). Moreover, the functions {H„(t)}

are analytic in \t\ s=g, and have the further property that

((Hn(q + A))) < 1 + t,

where H*(t) = Eo" | hnj\ t' and X =X(e).

Remark. Theorem 2.1 shows that system (2.2) is, under appropriate con-

ditions, a consequence of (2.1). In general, however, we shall see later that

system (2.1) is not implied by (2.2): the two systems are not equivalent.

We proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let ((x„))^q. To ei>0 cor-

responds a Ki such that |x„| èKi(q+ei)n, and to e2>0 correspond b2 and M2

such that A*(q + b2)<M2(l + 2t2y. Using the Cauchy inequality for power

series coefficients, we find that \anj\ ^ Af2(l-r-2€2)"• (2 + 52)""', so (for ex chosen

less than S2) Eí"o| o-njXn+j\ converges to a sum not exceeding C[(q+ei)

•(l+2í2)]n (C = constant). This shows that sequence {c} exists and that

((C)) áa.
One likewise establishes that |g„/| úMí(\+2ti)n(q-\-bi)->, where é3>0 is

arbitrary and Mz, b3 are positive numbers depending on €3, and that {c' }

exists, with ((c')) Ss2- It is then a straightforward argument to establish the

remaining assertions of the theorem.

Now consider the k-periodic system

(2.9)       zA:   E a"-*.-+jifc+r = Ci
r—0

where the functions A0(t),

where

:+„       (i = 0, 1, • • • , k- l;j = 0, 1, 2, •• •),

, Ak-i(t) are analytic in \t\ ^q (q>0), and

(2.10) .4,(0)^0

We introduce the determinant function

A„(t)        Ai(t) At(t)

At,(wt)       o>Ai(at) ù?Aï(wt)
(2.11)        Ai« =

0' = o, 1, • • • , ¿ - i).

^*-i«
J^Ak-i(<d)

A0(J^H)    cfi-iAiicS-H)   «!!<*-»^2(«t-'i) • • • «(hxh^^^,)
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where co is a ¿th root of unity:

(2.12) to = e2"'* (i = (- l)1'2).

Corollary 2.1. The quantity Aa(0) is not zero.

For,

Aa(0) = A0(0) •• ■ Ak-iiO)-V,

where Fis a Vandermond determinant in the k distinct quantities 1, co, • • • ,

co*-1. We also have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Forf=0, 1, • • • , k-l,

(2.13) W)=Ax(<),

jo the power series expansion of AA(t) contains only powers of tk.

It suffices to establish (2.13) for/= 1. Multiply thej'th column of AA(t) by

W, .7 = 0, I, • • • , k — l, obtaining a determinant of value coroAx(0 with

m = k(k —1)/2. Replace t by o)t in every element of the new determinant. It

is then seen that o>mAA(o}t) is the value of a determinant obtained from AA(t)

by shifting each row up one (the top row going to the bottom). Hence

comA¿(cof) = ( — l)*_1Ax(0, and since com=( —1)*_1 we conclude that AA{o>t)

=AA(t).

Let Pit) be the polynomial of zeros of AAit) in \t\ ^g. That is, P(Z) = 1 if

A¿(¿) has no zeros in |/| i£g; and if AA has the zeros oti, • • • , am there

(multiple zeros counted multiply), then

m

Pit) mU(t- ai).
j-i

We may then write

AA(t) = Pit)A*it)

where A*(/) is analytic and without zeros in |/| ^g. From (2.13) we deduce

the following corollary.

Corollary 2.2. For/=0, 1, • • • , k — l,

(2.14) P(uft) = Pit).

The zeros of Pit) (which is to say of AAit)) can therefore be grouped into

nests of k each, such that if a is a zero, then the other zeros of the same nest

are o/a,/=1, ■ • ■ , k — l. And if a is of multiplicity p, then a occurs in pre-

cisely p nests, and every pair of these nests contain the same zeros. The total

number m of zeros of AAit) in \t\ g g is a multiple of k: m = lk.

We now consider a G-transformation applied to system zA of (2.9). Let

{Hnit)} be a sequence of functions, analytic in \t\ ^g, satisfying the condition
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(2.15) Hnk+j(t) = Hj(t) (j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1; n = 0, 1, • • • ),

and such that

Bn(t)   =  P(t)Qn(t)

where Qn(t) is analytic in \t\ ¿q. Suppose the order of indices 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1

in (2.11) is permuted cyclically to r, r + 1, • • • , r + k — 1 (mod ¿), obtaining

a determinant A%\t) (r = 0 corresponding to AA(t) itself). Then

AÏ\t) = AA(t),

as is readily shown(5).

In A^(t), replace the 5th column (s = 0, 1, • • • , ¿-1) by Hr(t),

Hr(ut), • ■ ■ , Hr(uk~lt), and denote the resulting determinant by Ar,,(/; Hi).

Now define the functions Xr,,(Z) as follows:

Ar ,(t; Hi)
(2.16) K.(t) = s (r, s = 0, 1, ••• ,¿-1);

Aa(í)

(2.17) Kk+i,,(t) = \,;,(t) (j, s = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1; n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

From the last property assumed for {Hn(t)} it is clear that the zeros of AA(t)

are cancelled out by each numerator, so that the functions {Xy,,(i)} are

analytic in \t\ ¿q. If we then define {Gn(t)} by. the relations

(2.18) Gn(t) = 2ZK.j(t),
i-o

we see that Gn(t) is also analytic in |/| ^q, and that

(2.19) Gnk+i(t) = Gj(t) (j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1 ; n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

The sequences {An(t)\, {Gn(t)\ fulfill the conditions (2.7) of Theorem

2.1, so {Gn(t)} determines a G-transformation on system zA. We now further

specialize {Hn(t)} by choosing Qn(t) = 1, so that

(2.20) Hn(t) = P(t) (n = 0, 1, •••)-

and we examine the corresponding G-transformation.

Theorem 2.3. Given the k-periodic system (2.9), where A¡(t) (j = 0, 1, • • • ,

¿ — 1) is analytic in \t\ Sq, with A ¡(0)^0, and with ((c)) ^2- Let \Hn(t)\

be defined by (2.20), and {Gn(t)\ by (2.18), so that (2.19) holds. Then the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and the resulting G-transform of (2.9)

is the one-periodic system

(6) For: Multiply the respective rows of a" by 1, ar, u2r, • • • , ü><*~1)r and interchange

columns until the natural order of indices is restored. It is then seen, on cancelling a common

factor + 1 on both sides, that AA\t) =AA(t).
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(2.21) P:   poXn + pkxn+k + • • ■ + pikXn+ik = Cn (« = 0, 1, • • • ),

where

Pit) = p» + pktk H-+ piktlk ipik = 1),

andwhere [cn] is given by i2.3). Every solution {x„} of (2.9) for which ((xn))úq

is also a solution of (2.21).

We first observe that for each fixed r the functions Xr,„(0 of (2.16) are the

unique solutions (as given by Cramer's rule) of the system of linear equations

i-l

(2.22) Pit) = HrieSt) = E a'X.iWAr+iWt) if = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ , k - I).
J=0

For/=0 we have

(2.23) Pit) = #,(/) = E KiÜ)Ar+¡it) ;
y-o

and replacing t by o/t in (2.23), we obtain

(2 . 24) P(f)   =   Ë \r,iWt)Ar+ii^t).
i-o

Comparison of (2.22) and (2.24) shows that the functions X,*j(<)

= co""/'Xr,j(co/<) form a solution of (2.22) ; and from the uniqueness of the solu-

tion of system (2.22) we conclude that

(2.25) K.jio/t) = oSX.At) (/, j = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1 ; r = 0, 1, • ■ • ).

Thus, if Gn(t) = Ey-o gnjt', we see from (2.18) that

(2.26) \r.i(t)   = grit' + gr,i+kti+h + gr,i+ikti+2k + • • ■

0/ = O, 1, ••• ,k- l;r = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

It follows from (2.23) that

00

(2.27) P(t) = E S»/^»+iM (» = 0, 1, • • • ).
;'-o

Since Theorem 2.1 is applicable, we see from (2.4) that the sequence

{Hn(t)} of that theorem is given by Hn(t) =P(t), which is also the value of

Hn(t) as defined by (2.20). That is, the two sequences {Hn(t) ] are identical.

Consequently from Theorem 2.1 the G-transformation carries system e/i into

the system 3C=zAa given by (2.2); and this system 3C is precisely the one-

periodic system <P of (2.21). Thus the theorem is established.

Since the zeros of P(f) come in nests of k each, we can write

(2.28) P(t) -PIÓ - ^CrY' (f = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1; r = 1, 2, ■ • • , h),
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where pi+ ■ • ■ +ph = l (the total number of zeros being m = lk), and where

CLj9iCi, lor J9iS.

Consider the homogeneous case of (2.9): c = 0. Then cn = 0, and the cor-

responding system (2.21) is known to have the general solution

ii  ¡fc-i

(2.29) x„ = 2ZH Mr./.o + Ar,,,m + • • • + ^l/lfr,»n)W',
r=l f-0

where the A's are arbitrary constants. As for the nonhomogeneous case, if

((c)) ^2 then also ((c„)) ̂ q (by Theorem 2.1). On defining Ci(t) by

(2.30) C1(0 = Ec/",
0

it is readily shown (by direct substitution) that a particular solution of (2.21)

is given by

(2.31) Xn =- I    —^-±-dt,
2tíJt       P(t)

where Y is the circle \t\ =R, chosen so that R>q. Moreover, ((x„)) ^2, since

R can be chosen arbitrarily close to q. We therefore have the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 be fulfilled. If [xn\, of type
not exceeding q, satisfies the homogeneous system (2.9) [c — 0], then there is a

choice of the constants Arj,,for which {xn\ is given by (2.29) ; and if {x„} satis-

fies the nonhomogeneous system (2.9), with ((c)) ^2, then constants Ar,¡,,

exist such that {x„} is the sum of (2.29) and (2.31).

Consider again the homogeneous case of (2.9). One method seeking to de-

termine the number of linearly independent solutions Is to substitute (2.29)

into (2.9), to see how many of the coefficients Ar,,,, are independent. In the

general case this leads to algebraic complications that can be circumvented

by the method of §3. We therefore merely state here (without proof) that in

the process of substituting (2.29) into (2.9), it is permitted to wipe out the

summation in r, giving tora fixed value. For each fixed r there will be a

certain number Nr of independent constants; and the total number of inde-

pendent solutions of (2.9) is precisely A^ + • • • +Nh.

We conclude this section with the consideration of a simple but important

case of (2.9), that we need for later purposes. It has already been noted that

the number m of zeros of AA(t) in |/| ¿2 is a multiple of k: m = lk, multiple

zeros being counted multiply.

Definition. The integer / is the order of AA(t) and also the order of system

zA, in \t\ ^2-
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Theorem 2.5. Let (6) AA(t) be of order zero in \ t\ ;Sg. Then the k-periodic

system (2.9) [homogeneous equation] has no solution of type not exceeding q

isave {#„==()}) ; and if ((c„)) ^g, the nonhomogeneous system has a unique solu-

tion for which ((x„)) ^g, and this solution is given by

(2.32)

In the present case, P(Z) = 1, so (2.21) reduces to

Xn Cn / . gniCn+i

)'-0

•*n £n»

(« - 0, 1, - • • ).

n = 0, 1,

If cn = 0 then c„ = 0, so xn = 0. In the nonhomogeneous case, (2.32) will be

shown to be a solution of (2.9) by establishing that there is a valid G-trans-

formation carrying (2.21) back to the original system (2.9).

To this end, regard (2.21) as a ¿-periodic system, and let us use the nota-

tion introduced earlier, with an asterisk to distinguish the present discussion

from the earlier. To begin with, we have A*it)=Hnit) = l; and we wish to

show that we may take H*(t) =An(t). On making this identification, we are

to have(7)

AnkQ) = XnVoOO + • • • + \tk.k-lit)

Ank+k-lit)   =  ^nk+k-l,o(t). +   "  '  '   + ^nk+k-1 ,k-l(t) ;

so from (2.16),

* A*.(t; Aj)

where Au(t) has the constant value A%(t) = ük, given by

11 1      • • • 1

(2.33) nk =
i CO CO'

2(*-l) ,,(*-l)(*-l)

Now fii^O, since it is a Vandermond determinant in 1, co, • • • , cofc_1. Hence

the functions X*(¿), and with them \G*(t)}, are analytic in |¿| ág, so the

G*-transformation is a valid one. Moreover, as seen from the manner in

which {G*} is constructed, this transformation carries (2.21) into (2.9); so

(2.9) and (2.21) are equivalent for all sequences {x„} for which ((x„)) ^g.

(*) It is assumed without further mention (now and hereafter except where otherwise

stated) that A0{1), ■ ■ ■ , Ak-i(t) are analytic in \t\ ág, and that 4,(0)^0, y = 0, 1, • • • , k-l.

(') Compare (2.23), using Hr(t) rather than the specialized P(j).
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Hence (2.9) has the solution x„ = c„ given by (2.32). This completes the proof

of Theorem 2.5.

3. Factorization of ¿-periodic systems. Let Œ5, Q be two systems of linear

forms in {x„} :

CO CO

(3.1) «:   6„[I]sXM¿;        G-    CM-Eir./**     (n - 0, 1, • • • ),
J'-O )'-0

where X stands for the sequence {x„}. Suppose Q has the property(8) that

for every X of type not exceeding X, the forms (^[A7"] converge and define a

sequence of type not exceeding n; and let B be such that when ((x„)) ¿p,

then the 'Bn [X] series converge and form a sequence of type less than or equal

to v. Then when ((x„)) ^X, if operation Q is performed, and is followed by <B,

there results à sequence of type not exceeding v. Denote this combined

operation by zA : zA=BQ.

We can represent zA (at least formally) as a system of linear forms in

CO

(3.2) zA:   zAn[X] m £ anjXj (n = 0, 1, • • • ).
j'-o

In fact, the coefficients {anj} can be obtained as follows: Define zAn(f),

<Bn(t), Qn(t) by

CO CO

<^»(0   =   E <W, «»CO   =   E ßnjt*,

(3.3)

e.w = E W (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

Then (§3 of paper in footnote 8)

(3.4) anj  =  ß„070j + ßnljlj + ßn-ai] +  "  • (n, j  =   0,   1,   ■  •  •  ),

and

(3.5) zAn(t)   =  ßnoGo(t)   + ßnlGl(t)   + ßniQ2(t)  +  "' («   =  0,   1,   •  •  •  ).

It has moreover been shown (§3, paper of footnote 8) that system zA as

defined by (3.4) or (3.5) carries every {x„ | for which ((x„)) ^X into a sequence

of type not greater than v; and that system zA is actually (that is, not merely

formally) identical with the product BQ.

Lemma 3.1. Let systems <B, Q of (3.1) each carry every {x„} for which

((xn)) ^X into a sequence of type not exceeding X. Let the systems of homogeneous

equations

(8) Necessary and sufficient conditions for this are found in §2 of I. M. Sheffer, Systems of

linear equations of analytic type, Duke Math. J. vol. 11 (1944) pp. 167-180.
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fi:   fi„[Z] = 0;        Q:    Qn[X] =0 (n = 0, 1, • • • )

have precisely b and c linearly independent solutions respectively of type not

exceeding X ; and let each of the nonhomogeneous systems

fi:    <Bn[X] = cn\        G-    e»[X] =cn (n = 0, 1, • • • )

possess a solution {xn}, for which ((x„)) ^X, for every sequence {c„} satisfying

((ci)) ^X. Then the system zA=<BQ has the following properties:

(i) Homogeneous system

zA:   zAn[X] = 0

has precisely a = b+c linearly independent solutions for which ((x„))^X;

(ii) Nonhomogeneous system

zA:   zAn[X] = c„

* has a solution with ((x„)) ^kfor every [cn\ such that ((cn)) ^X.

As remarked earlier in this section, the serieszAn[X] converge and define

a sequence of type not greater than X for every {x„} for which ((x„)) ^X.

Now

(a) zAn[X] = ®n[C[x]].

Let {x^}, • • • , {x*'} be a fundamental set of solutions of fin[Ar]=0, and

{y»}i " " • , {y(n}  a corresponding set for (3„[Ar]=0. Then we see  from

(a) that X= {xn} satisfies ^„[.X-] =0 if and only if one of the following rela-

tions holds:

(i) Gn[X] = 0;

(ll) C«l^J   -   ̂ A      +   •   •   •   +  O-bXn

for some choice of the constants cry.

If (i) holds, then {x„} is a linear combination of {y(n}> ■ • • , {y»5}-

If (ii) holds, let [u^n\ be, for each j = l, • • • , b, a particular solution of

Cn[{M<r'} ] =X„K Such solutions exist by hypothesis. The general solution of

(ii) is then given by

i> c

(b) xn = E «■»■«» + E s>y« ,
¡-i »-i

for arbitrary 5's. The solutions {xn} found for case (i) are included in (b),

namely by taking all the cr's zero.

Thus, if {x„} is a solution of zAn[X]=0 it has the form (b). Moreover,

(b) does give a solution of <vf„[X] =0 for arbitrary choice of the cr's and S's,

as is readily verified. Hence the system c/f„[X] =0 has precisely b + c linearly

independent solutions, since the b + c sequences  {m(¿'},  {yV}  are linearly
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independent. To see this, suppose a's and 5's (not all zero) exist so

that xn = 0. Then Qn[X]=0. But £„[{ Eí-i 5„yc„s)}]=0 by definition, and

Gn[{ E*-i ff3'M»0}]= 2~lffix'n', hence 2Jffíxn = 0 Ior a^ w> ar*d since the

{x^n} 's are independent, all cr's are zero. This also makes the S's zero, so we

have a contradiction to the assumption of linear dependence.

As for the nonhomogeneous case, let V= \vn} satisfy lß„[F]=c, and

choose {x„} so that Qn[X]=vn. Then Bn[C[X]]=B„[V]=cn, so {x„j satis-

fies (vi„[X] =c, as was to be shown.

To apply the properties of products of systems to the case of ¿-periodic

systems, we need to restrict the systems <B, Q as follows: Choose

ßnj = ynj = 0 (j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n - 1; n = 1, 2, ■ ■ • ).

Then from (3.4) we deduce that also

anj = 0 (j = 0, 1, •••,«- 1).

We may then write

zAn(t)   =   t"An(t), Bn(t)   =   t»Bn(t), Qn(t)   =   t"Cn(t),

where (on making a change of lettering of coefficients),

oo CO CO

(3.6) An(t)   =   E <W. Bn(t)   =   2Zbnit¡, Cn(t)   =   E C«P■
;-0 )-0 )-0

We still denote the corresponding systems of forms by zA, B, Q, so that

OO «3

zA:   An[X] = EaníZn+¿; B:    Bn[X] = E *n,xn+);

(3.7)

C:      Cn[X]   =-22cnjXn+j

(n = 0, 1, • • • )• Relations (3.4), (3.5) become

(3.8) anj = CoCi + CiC+i,j-i + • • ■ + bnjCn+j.o (n, j = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ),

(3.9) An(t)   =  bnoCn(l)   +  bnltCn+l(t)   + bn2t2Cn+2(t)   -\- («   =   0,   1,   •••)•

Definition. Let {Fn(t)} he a sequence of functions defining a system J.

To avoid the necessity of frequent repetition, we say that J is admissible

if each function Fn(t) is analytic in |/| 5^2, ^ ^(0)^0, n = 0, 1, • • • , and if

J is ¿-periodic (which is to say, Fj+nk(t) = Fj(t), j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1;

n = 0,l, • • • ). We also say that a sequenceX= {xn} is admissible ii ((xn)) ^q.

The number q is to be positive.

Now let zA be an admissible system. We pose the question: Do admissible

¿-periodic systems B, Q exist such that

(3.10) zA=BQ(
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We shall see that the answer is in the affirmative.

Theorem 3.1. Let fi and Q be admissible and define zA by zA= fi(j\ Then zA

is admissible, and

(3.11) AAQ) = QkAB(t)Ac(t),

where ü¿ is the nonzero constant

1        1 • • •     1

1     (1/co)        • • • (1/co)*-1
(3.12)

1    1

1     (1/co)*-1 • • • (l/co)«*-1'«*-1)

Since fi, Q are ¿-periodic,

(3.13) Bnk+iit) = Biit),       Cnk+iit) = Ciit)

ij = 0,1, ■■■ ,k- l;n = 0, 1, •••);

so from (3.9),

(3 . 14) Anit)   =   Ê Cn+iit) {  E bn,i+rkt>+"\ («  =  0,   1,  •   •  •  ).
;=0 V. r=0 "

This shows that zA is also ¿-periodic.

Now 03 = e2rilk, co* = 1, so

(3.15)
f k   if    s = 0 (mod k),

EM*
(k   if

' to    ifvj    n    s jé 0 (mod ¿).

Consequently, for j = 0, 1, • • • , k — l; s = 0, 1, • • • ,¿ — 1,

J     k—l oo

— E co*-»'75,-(co"0 = E bi,,+rkt>+rk;
k   p=0 r=0

(3.16)

so (3.14) becomes

(3.17)       APit) - - E C«.,(0 { Ë co*---7ip(co'0}        (# = 0, Í, • • • , k - 1).
k   ,=o V r=0 /

If the values of APit), APi<¿t), ■ • • as obtained from (3.17) are substituted

into (2.21) it is seen by a straightforward computation that A¿(í) is the

product of two determinants, the first of which is Acit). The other is

(1/4*) I äJ, where

hjr = E «*-"-••>*£,•(«•*)
«=0

(j, r = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1).
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Determinant (l/¿*)|Ayr| also factors into two, namely

1 i
— |  hir\   =  Qk-AB(t),
¿*

as is easily found. That ß* 9^0 follows from the fact that it is a Vandermond

determinant in 1, w_1, • • • , w-'*-1'.

Corollary 3.1. ß* and ilk (of 2.33) are reciprocals:

1
(3.18) 0[- —•

For, since ß* is independent of zA, B, Q we may choose B and Q to be the

identity system : B„(t) = Cn(t) = 1, n = 0, 1, • • • . Then zA is also the identity,

and

AA(t) = AB(t) = Ac(t) = ak;

so (3.18) holds.

Remark. It is not necessary that B and Q be admissible in order that

(3.11) hold. For example, if B, Q are ¿-periodic and {Bn(t)\, {C„(t)} are

analytic in \t\ ^q, then zA has the same property, and (3.11) is valid. More

generally, B and Q may be general (and hence formal) ¿-periodic systems de-

fined by the (formal) series (3.7). Then zA, defined by (3.14), will also be a

formal ¿-periodic system, and (3.11) will hold formally.

As a simple extension of Theorem 3.1 we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let Bx, • • • , <BP be admissible and let zA=<Bi<Bi • • • BP.

Then zA is admissible and

(3.19) AA(t) = qT'Abi^Ab^) ■ ■ ■ ABp(t).

Remark. The preceding remark applies here also.

Lemma 3.2. Let B be admissible, and let AB(t) be expanded according to the

elements of the jth column (j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1):

Jb- 1 k-1

(3.20) AB(t) = E «"5y(M'0MO = E Kri(t),
r=0 r—0

where the functions Arj(t) are cofactors and

(3.21) Krj(t) = o)riBj(a>rt)ATj(t).

Then for r,j = 0, 1, • • •, ¿ — 1,

(3.22) Krj(t) = K0j(w't).

To see this observe that
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#  _ KTi(t)o>-'i(- l)r+r

Kri = -
7J,(cori)

is the minor obtained by striking out column j and row r from AB(t). (It

should be borne in mind that j and r run from 0 to k — 1 rather than from 1 to

k.) In the determinant for K*j(t), multiply each column by that power of co

given by r times the subscript on the corresponding 73's of that column.

Here r has a fixed value from 1 to ¿ — 1. This multiplies K*}(t) by co" where

u = r Y^-l s-rj. Since co = e2T,/*, one finds that cou=co-r)'( — 1)'<*-D.

In this new determinant, whose value is co~ri( — l)ri-k~1)K*j(t), replace t

by o)Tt. Then in the sth row, each B has the argument uT+,+1t (s = 0,1, • • • ,

k — 2), so in the (¿ — r — l)th row the argument of the 73's is t. Suppose this

row is moved to the top (¿— r — 1 moves), then the (¿ —r)th row is moved to

the second row (also k — r — l moves), and so on. The total number of moves

made is r(¿— r — 1), so the determinant has been multiplied by ( — 1),{*"","~U.

The resulting determinant is now seen to be precisely the minor obtained

from AB(t) by crossing out the jth column and rth row. In other words,

w-r/(_  l)r(t-l)£;*(wr/)   =  (_  !)»<»-*-« JT*(1).

From this and the definition of K* one obtains (3.22).

Corollary 3.2. For each j = 0, I, ■ ■ • , ¿ —1,

(3.23) AB(t) - E £i(«r0,
r-0

where Kj(t)=K0j(t).

Remark. The remark following Corollary 3.1 applies to Lemma 3.2 and to

Corollary 3.2.

We can now take up the problem of factoring the admissible system zA.

To accomplish this we must establish the existence of fi and Q with the fol-

lowing properties:

(i) fi and Q are ¿-periodic.

(ii)   {Bn(t)}, [Cn(t)} are analytic in |i| ^g.

(iii) 5,(0)^0, C„(0)^0, « = 0, 1, • • • .
(iv) <v/=fi(?.
Now condition (i) we satisfy by edict; that is, we shall only consider sets

\Bn(t)}, { Cn(t)} that are ¿-periodic:

Bi+nk(t) = Bj(t); Cj+nk(t) =C,it) (j = 0, 1, •• • , ¿- 1).

Condition (iv) will then hold if equations (3.17) are satisfied. We shall in fact

determine fi, Q by means of (3.17) and a further condition soon to be stated,

and shall then show that conditions (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled.
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First we dispose of the simple case that zA is of order zero in \t\ ^q. The

factorization is then zA=BQ where B is the identity system B„(t)=l, and

Suppose then that zA is of  positive order in   |i| ^2. and let   {^«},

f=0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1, be a nest of zeros of AA(t). We impose on B the condition

(3.24) AB(t) = - ak + tk,

which condition is consistent with the fact of Theorem 2.2 that the power

series for AB(t) contains only powers of tk.

Consider the system of equations

¡fc-i

(3.25) E duuj = 0 (f = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1)
7-0

where (d,j) is the matrix obtained from AA(t) by choosing t = a. Since AA(a) =0,

the determinant of (3.25) is zero, so a solution uo, ■ ■ • , Uk-i exists for which

not all w's are zero. Let s be chosen, and fixed from now on, so that u, 9i0.

Taking j = s in (3.23),

*-i
AB(t) = E K.(»'t),

r-0

so that by (3.24),

(3.26) - ak + tk = E K,(o,'t).
r-0

Set K.(t) = E"-o djt>. From (3.26) it is found that

1 1
do =- ak,        dk = —, drk = 0       (r = 2, 3, • • • ),

¿ ¿

while all other ¿'s are arbitrary. The most general power series E^>'' satis-

fying (3.26) therefore has the form

K.(t) = Ë t'Ej(t),
)'=0

where E0(t) = (l/k)(—ak+tk) and Ei, ■ ■ ■ , Ek-i are arbitrary power series

containing only powers of tk. Choose Ej(t)=\j (j = l, ■ ■ ■ , ¿ —1), where the

X's are constants (as yet undetermined). Then a solution of (3.26) is given by

(3.27) K,(t) =—(-ak + tk)+2Z M'-
¿ í-i

This function is of course analytic in 11\ ̂ q.

We pass now to the determination of the functions  {Bn(t)\. Each of
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Bo, • • • , Bk-isave B, we choose to be identically one:

(3.28) Bj(t) = 1 (;Ví,0áÍá*-l).

As for B,(t), we choose it so that (3.24) holds. From its definition,

K,(t) = Ko.(i)=B.(t)Ao,(t)

B0(ut) • ■ ■ u'-1B,^i(ut)    o3'+1B,+i(cot) ■ ■ ■ oik-lBk^i(oit)

= (-l)'B.(t)

so from (3.28),

(3.29)

where

(3.30)     at..= (-l)'

B0(uk-H) ■ ■ • «<*-1><«-1>.B._1(cu*-10

03(i<-D(>+»B.+i(a>k-1t) ■ ■ • ««»-»(»-»Jt-ii«*-1!)

K,(t) = Qk.,B,(t),

CO*-1

,,2(«+l)

>(*-!) (»-1)        wti:-l)(«+l) .(t-D(t-l)

That ß*,,?«^ is seen from the fact that it is a power of a> multiplied by

a Vandermond determinant in 1, w, • • ■ , <o*_I, w"+1, • • • , w*_1. Conse-

quently,

j _ak _|_ ¿fc &-i fc

(3.31) 5.(0 = —- K.(t) = ——-+ E M*' - E M A
"it,» ¿"Jt,« )=1 j-0

where jui, ' * : , M*-i are arbitrary constants, and

(3.32) Mo =

-    A-*

kttk,.

1
Pk    =

kQk.l

We have now found a ¿-periodic system B for which (3.24) holds. Each

Bn(t) is analytic in \t\ ^q, and

B,(0)
kük,.

9*0,

so Sy(0) 5^0,7 = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1. Hence <B is an admissible system.

Turning to Q, we find from (3.9) that

(3.33)

and that

Cj(t) = Aj(t)     (j 9* s, j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1);
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A.(t) = ßoC(t) + ßitA.+i(t) -\-+ nk-itk-1A,+k-i(t) + ßktkCt(t)

(since we are to have C,+k(t) = C,(t)). Hence

1        Í ko=i

(3.34) C,(t)   =  -;--\A,(t)   -   E ßrt'A.+r(t)
J"0 + Pkt*   \ r-1

System Q is now defined, and is ¿-periodic; and it satisfies zA =fi(J?. The

property of admissibility remains to be examined. It is clear from (3.34) that

C,(t) will not be analytic for all choices of \uj) . In fact, since no+ßktk has the

zeros o/a (/=0, 1, • • • , k — l), a necessary and sufficient condition that

C,(t) be analytic (in \t\ gg) is that the following system of equations be ful-

filled:

k-l

(3.35) A.(o/a) - E A.+T(<ja)ßrcctrar = 0 (/ = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1).
r-l

Regarding the "unknowns" in (3.35) as — 1, jtlt • • • , Lik-i, the deter-

minant of the coefficients is, after removing an obvious power of a and multi-

plying the rows by suitable powers of co, precisely the determinant AA(a);

at least to within a permutation of columns. As AA(a) =0, the above system

(3.35) has a solution zo, >i, • ■ • , z*_i. We may therefore identify the z's

with — l.Mif ' ' " , Affc-i provided that Zo 7^0. Now except for column permuta-

tions, system (3.35) coincides with system (3.25); and the permutation is

such that Zo = w». But u,?¿0. Hence we may take Zo= — 1. In other words,

constants, m, • • • , uk-i exist to satisfy (3.35). We suppose from now on

that ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßk-i have been given values for which (3.35) is true. Then

the functions Cn(t) are all analytic in |/| gg. Also, iíj^s, Cj(0)=Aj(0)t¿0;

and C,(0) = (l/ßi)A,(0) y^O. Hence Q is an admissible system.

To sum up, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Let zA be an admissible system in \ t\ éq. If zA is of order

zero it has the decomposition

zA = 3zA

where 3 is the identity system [Jn(0 = 1 ]. If zA is of positive order I, it has the

factorization

zA = fi(3

where fi, Q are the admissible systems defined by (3.28), (3.31), (3.33), (3.34),

(3.35). Moreover, fi, Q are of respeätive orders one and I —I.

All has been shown save the matter of order. That fi is of order one is

seen from its definition; and the order of Q then follows from (3.11).

Definition. The determination of system fi involves the zeros [o/a j and

the index 5. When it is necessary to emphasize this (as it sometimes is), we

}"
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say that B corresponds to the zeros {oSa} (or simply to the zero a) and to the

index s.

We are now in the position to step from the zero-order case of Theorem

2.5 to that of a system of order one.

Theorem 3.4. LetAA(t) be of order one in 11\ ^q, and consider the k-periodic

system (2.9), where the functions \An(t)} are analytic in \t\ ^q and .4n(0) 9é0

(n = 0, 1, • • • ). The homogeneous case [c„ = 0] has precisely one linearly inde-

pendent solution \xn\ of type not exceeding q; and if ((c)) ^2, Me nonhomo-

geneous system always has a solution {x„| with ((x„))^q, and the most gen-

eral such solution contains one arbitrary constant.

Consider the homogeneous system. Since zA is of first order, we can write

zA =BQ, where Qis of zero order, so we know from Theorem 2.5 that Q\X] =0

has X = 0 as its only solution. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, systems

(v/fX] =0, íB[X] = 0have the same number of independent solutions. We need

therefore only consider f3[Ar]=0. When written out, this system is

xn = 0 (n ^ s (mod ¿)),
k-l

Xnk+e  —  akX(n-l)k+s   =   _   kQk.t   E t1 }x(n-l)k+,+ j  =  0j
J=l

so the general solution is

x„ = 0    (fi^j);        Xnk+> = ankx, (x, arbitrary).

Thus there is only one independent solution, and it is of type \a\.

We turn to the nonhomogeneous system. If it is established that system

(3.36) B:   B„[X] = c (n = 0, 1, ■ • • )

has  an   admissible   solution   X= {x„}   for  every   admissible   }cj,   then

U— {u„} will exist to satisfy

zA:   A„[U] = c (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

so Theorem 3.4 will have been proved. For, define U as the unique solution of

C-   Cn[U] = Xn (n = 0, 1, -,.)

guaranteed to exist by Theorem 2.5. Then

An[U]   =   Bn[C[U]]   =   Bn[X]   =   C« (tt   =   0,   1,   •   •   •  ).

It suffices therefore to show that (3.36) always has a solution.

From (3.28) and (3.31) we see that system (3.36) has the form

x, = cr (r ^ i (mod ¿)) ;

(3.37)) t,1
—  akXs+nk +   X8+(n+l)A:   =   kQk,sCs+nl!   —   2-1 <TjX,+nk+j («   =  0,   1,   •  •   •   ),

j-l
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where (from (3.32))

<T¡ =  kük¡ljl¡, i = 1, • • • , ¿ — 1.

For r^s+nk, xr = cr; and the quantities

yn = x,+nk (n = 0, 1, • • • )

are to satisfy the system

(3.38) - a*y„ + y„+i = on (n = 0, 1, • • • )

where
k-l

(3.39) Ô„  =   kí~lktsC,+„k  —   2-1 0~ic<+nk+j.
i-l

It is to be noted that ((§„)) ^g* since ((cn)) ikq-

For arbitrary y0 the general solution of (3.38) is

n-l

(3.40) yn = a"*y0 + E <xihK-i-i\
J=0

and from this we readily determine that ((yi)) ^g*. This fact, together with

the relation xr = cr (r^s + nk), leads to the conclusion that ((xn))^g. Thus

(3.36) has been shown to have an admissible solution {x„} for every admis-

sible [cn\, so the proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete.

Let us return to the admissible system zA, assumed to be of positive order

I. We can write zA= fig with Q of order I —I. Now if I —1>0, Q can likewise

be factored; and so on. This gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5. Let zA be admissible and of positive order I in \t\ gg, with the

nests of zeros(*) {co^a,} (i=l> • ' ' > 0- There exists an admissible system Q

of order zero, and I admissible first order systems fi,- (j = l, • • • , /) with <B¡

corresponding to the nest {co^a,} (/=0, 1, • • ■ , ¿ — 1), such that zA has the

factorization

(3.41) zA = fijfi2 ■ • • fiiC?.

Let zA be of order Z>0 and write zA =<BQ with fi of order one. Suppose

the homogeneous system

Q:    Cn[X] =0 (n = 0, 1, • • • )

has exactly c linearly independent admissible solutions, and that the non-

homogeneous system

C:    Cn[X] =Cn («-0,1, •■■)

has an admissible solution for every admissible sequence [cn\. Since fi is of

order one, Theorem 3.4 applies, as does also Lemma 3.1. We conclude that.

(9) Since AA(t) may have multiple zeros, two or more nests may have the same set of zeros.
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system zA (homogeneous case) has exactly c+1 linearly independent ad-

missible solutions, and that the nonhomogeneous system zA: An[X] =c„ has

an admissible solution for every admissible {cn}.

By induction from zA=BQ to (3.41) we then have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Let zA be admissible, of positive order I in \t\ ^g. The homo-

geneous system

(3.42) zA:   AA\X] =0 (n = 0, 1, • • • )

has precisely I linearly independent admissible solutions {xjf*}, j = l, • • • , I;

and the nonhomogeneous system

(3.43) zA:   An[X] = cn (n = 0, 1, • • • )

has an admissible solution {xn0)} for each admissible {c„}, and the most general

such solution is given by

Xn   =   Xn     +2-, 5iXn (n   =  0,   1,   •  •   •   )
J-l

with arbitrary constants, Si, • • • , 5j.

Theorem 3.6 gives a complete answer to the problem of solving the system

of equations (1.4) defined by the general admissible system zA.

4. Algebraic properties. In this se'ction we consider certain algebraic prop-

erties of systems zA, together with miscellaneous results that relate to sys-

tems. Some of these we shall need in the sections that follow, where we treat

the case of ¿-periodic systems with perturbations.

First we restate some definitions and give some new ones. By a system zA

we mean an infinite sequence of linear forms

00

(4.1) E anjXn+i in = 0, 1, • • • ).

In other words, all we are given is the set of coefficients {a„,-}. A system zA

is k-periodic ii

(4.2) ank+T,i = ar,i ir = 0, 1, • • • , k — l;j, n = 0, 1, • • • ).

The k-periodic system zA is semi-admissible if the functions

(4.3) Anit)   =   E anit'
>=0

are analytic in |i| igg; and finally, the semi-admissible system zA is admis-

sible if

(4.4) ^,-(0)^0 ij = 0, I, •• • , k- 1).
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Definition. Let 0 be the class of all systems, and Y the class of all semi-

admissible systems. 0 and Y are obviously additive Abelian groups, and Y is

a subset of 0.

For the identity we reserve the symbol 3, and for the zero system Q, so

that In(t) = 1 and 0n(t) =0 for all n.

Lemma 4.1. Let e/f£0. Then each of the relations (separately)

(4.5) AVf=3,       zA Y = 3

has a solution in 0 if and only if zA is nonsingular; that is,

(4.6) ßno^O (n = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ).

And when (4.6) holds, X and Y are unique and equal, their common value being

the inverse of zA:

(4.7) X = Y =zA~K

Moreover, zA is also the inverse of zA~x.

The lemma follows by standard algebraic argument; as does also the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. IfzAÇ.® is nonsingular, the relations

(4.8) XzA = zA,       zAY=zA

have each the unique solution X=Y=3.

Lemma 4.3. Let zAGY. In order that each (separately) of relations (4.5)

have a solution in Y it is necessary and sufficient that zA be admissible and of

order zero; and in such case X and Y are unique and equal, so that (4.7) again

holds; and zA~l is admissible of order zero, and its inverse is zA.

(i) Suppose XÇ.Y satisfies (4.5). From (3.11) and the remark following

Corollary 3.1, both Ax(t) and AA(t) are different from zero in. \t\ ^q, so X

and zA are admissible and of order zero; and correspondingly for Y.

(ii) Suppose zA is admissible of order zero. We make the observation that

when a G-transformation (of §2) is applied to a k-periodic system zA, the result is

precisely the product(l0)ÇzA. This is seen on comparing (2.4) with (3.9). In

the present case, zA is of order zero, so P(t) = 1 ; thus the product ÇzA is

precisely the identity 3. Since (^ is admissible, as we know from §2, therefore

X = Ç is an admissible solution of (4.5), and X is of order zero. Also, from

Lemma 4.1, X is unique. Now

(10) That is, 3C = CcA. Since 3C was chosen to be one-periodic: Hn(t) =P(t), we see that

Ah(<) contains every zero of AA(t) ¿-fold, so it is small wonder that the system of equations

(2.21) defined by £fC has an overabundance of solutions. Moreover, if zA is of positive order,

we see from 3C = Çl/îf and (3.11) that Cj is not of order zero.
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XzAX = 3X = X,

and since X is in © and is nonsingular, there is by Lemma 4.2 a unique sys-

tem U in 6 such that XU = X, namely ¿7=3. Hence from U = zAX we get

zAX = 3. Moreover by Lemma 4.1 this X is unique in 0, so the second rela-

tion of (4.5) has the unique solution Y = X. Writing zA~L for this common

value (which is unique since X is), we readily find that the inverse ofzA-1 is

zA itself.

Lemma 4.4. IfzAand fi are in 0 andzAis nonsingular, then unique systems

X, Y in 0 exist such that

(4.9) XzA=B,       zAY = B.

In fact, it is seen that the respective solutions are

(4.10) X = BzA~\        Y = zA~llB.

We have similarly the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. If zA and fi are in T and zA is admissible of order zero, then

unique systems X, Y exist iand they are in T) such that relations (4.9) hold. These

solutions are given by (4.10), and if fi is admissible then so are X and Y.

If zA is of positive order and fi is in T, then neither of relations (4.9)

need have a solution. From (3.11) of Theorem 3.1 we can however state:

Lemma 4.6. Let zA and fi be in T. A necessary condition that XÇ.V exist

such that XzA=B ior that FET exist with zAY=<B) is that every zero of A a 00

iin \t\ ^q) be a zero of ABit), the multiplicity of each zero of AAit) not exceeding

that of the same zero of ABit).

From the preceding results we conclude that 0 and V are noncommutative

rings possessing a unity element (3). Moreover, zA is a unit of 0 if and only if

it is nonsingular, and is a unit of T if and only if it is admissible of order zero.

Both 0 and T have zero divisors.

Lemma 4.7. IfzA^^is a zero divisor in 0 or V, thenzAis singular ithat is,

a„ = 0 for at least one n). This condition is sufficient in 0 but not in T.

(i) Suppose zA<B = Çl with zAj¿o\, 'B^^.lfzAis nonsingular, then by

Lemma 4.4, (B=zA~1%='¿L, a contradiction. So zA must be singular.

(ii) Let zAt^S. in 0 be singular. There is a smallest integer r for which

aro = 0. Choose Br(t) = l, Bn(t)=0 for n>r; and for n<r (if r>0) define Bn(t)

by the equations

0   =   anaBn(t)  +   •   •   •   +  an.r-n-ll'-^Br-^t)  + an,r-ntr~n   (w  =   0,   1,   •   ■  ■   , f  -   1).

Then fi ¿¿¡¡l and zA<B =Si, so zA is a divisor of zero.

That zA^Q. in T may be singular and yet not be a zero divisor is seen
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from the following example:

zA:   Ao(l) = tk,       Aj(t) - 1,        j = 1, • ■ • , k - 1.

If B in T is chosen so that zAB=%, then

tkBo(t) = 0;        Bj(t) =0, j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , k - 1;

that is, B =^,. Hence zA is not a zero divisor.

On the other hand, Y does possess zero divisors. Thus, if zA, B are de-

fined by

zA:   Ao(t) = l + t, Aj(l) = 0, j = 1, 2, • • ■ , ¿- 1;

B:    B0(t) = t, Bi(t) = - 1,        Bj(t) =0, j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , k - 1,

then zA, B are in Y and c/f<8 = §,

Definition. A function F(t) is a A-function if it has the following proper-

ties:

(i) F(t)jéO.
(ii)  F(i) is analytic in |i| ^2-

(iii) The power series for F(t) about t = 0 contains only powers of tk, so

that

F(o/t) = F(t) (f = 0, 1, • • • ).

Moreover, F is singular or nonsingular according as F(0)=0 or F(0)^0.

If the A-function F(t) has zeros in |/| ^2. they will occur in nests of ¿,

so their number will be a multiple of ¿, say rk. We define r to be the order of

F(t) (in \t\^q).

Lemma 4.8. If the A-function F(t) is of order zero there exists an admissible

system Q (necessarily of order zero) such that

Ac(t) = F(t).

For, we need only choose

1
Co(t)=— F(t);        Cj(t) = l, j=l,...,k-l,

ilk

and apply (2.11) and (2.33).

Lemma 4.9. If the A-function F(t) is nonsingular and of order one, there is

an admissible system B for which

AB(t) = F(t).

We have F(t) = (tk—ak)P(t), where P(t) is a A-function of order zero and

c¿9í0. From the proof of Theorem 3.3 (see (3.24)) we know there is an ad-

missible Bi of order one for which ABl(t) = tk—ak. Also by Lemma 4.8 there is
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a Q, of order zero, with Ac(t) = (l/Qi)P(t). On applying (3.11) we see that if

<B = <BiC then AB (t) = F(t).

Theorem 4.1. Let the A-function F(t) be nonsingular. There is an admissible

system zA for which

(4.11) AA(t)=F(t).

The order r of F(t) may be assumed to exceed one. We can express F in

the form

F(t)=P(t)-l\(t   -a)) (aj9*0)
j'-i

where P(t) is a A-function of zero order. Now first order systems B¡

(7 = 1, • • • , r) exist such that AB¡(t) =tk—a), and zero order system Q such

that Ac(t) = (l/clrt)P(t). On setting zA=Bx ■ ■ ■ BrQ, we find from (3.19)

that (4.11) holds.
If the condition of nonsingularity is lifted, a corresponding result holds:

Theorem 4.2. If F is a A-function, there is a system zA in Y satisfying

(4.11).

We need only consider a singular F of (positive) order r :

F(t)=tmkP(t)TL(tk-cckù (a/*0).

;-i

Let D be defined by

£>:   Dn(t) = ctm (n = 0,l,---;c=(- 1)«-« »/*).

Then

A.«)- —

Hence if s/fi = íBi • • • Br-mQ is chosen (as in Theorem 4.1) so that

AAl(t) = pwn (f - 4.
i-i

then zA=zAicD has the property (4.11).

Lemma 4.10. Let a be a nonzero constant. There are infinitely many admis-

sible systems Q (necessarily of order zero) for which

Ac(t) = a.

Define Q by
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C,(t) = X;- (j = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1),

where the X's are as yet arbitrary but are to be nonzero. Then

*-i

Ac(t) = 0*  n^;-
i-o

Choosing Xi, • • • , Xi_i arbitrarily (but different from zero), Xo may then be

determined so that Ae(/) = a. The lemma now follows from the fact that two

non-identical sets of X's give rise to two different systems Q.

Theorem 4.3. If F is a A-function, there exist infinitely many systemszAin

r (admissible if F is nonsingular) such that (4.11) holds.

Let zAi be one such system (guaranteed by Theorem 4.2), and let Q

(which will be of order zero) be such that Ac(t) = l/0¿. Then zA=QzAi also

satisfies (4.11). Now two different Q's will give rise to two different zA's. For

if F is nonsingular, then zAi is admissible, so if QizAi = QmAi then by the

uniqueness of Lemma 4.4 we conclude that Qi = Q2.

Now suppose F is singular. From the proof of Theorem 4.2, zAi has the

form zAi=zAiO where zA2 is admissible. Hence QizAi = QizAi implies QizA20

= Q2zA2<D. Let <Bi = CxA2 (i = l,2). Then

(a)
,M.i, ,W.'t,

E bn;t'Dn+j(t) = e b\;t'Dn+j(t).
i-o i-0

But from the definition of O, Dn(t) =ctm. On cancelling the common factor

ctm in (a) we obtain E?0'= EiO'î that is. B^(t)=B„2)(t), so fi1 = fi2.
This makes QizA2 = QizA2. The first part of the proof now applies, giving

Hence whether F is singular or not, the condition that Ci^Ca1S contra-

dicted by the supposition that QizAi = QzzAu This establishes the theorem.

In Theorem 3.5 we obtained a factorization of the admissible system zA.

We come now to a useful modification of (3.41).

Definition. A first order admissible system fi is semi-canonical if an

integer s (0^s^k — l), a number a (0<|a| ^g), and numbers juo, • • • , ju*

exist such that

(4.12)

where

fi:   Bi(t) =

1,        3* *0' = 0, 1, ••• , k- 1);

i
j = s,2Z^r,

r-0

"0/iJfc 5^ 0, Ho/pk = — a*;

and fi is canonical if
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1, j* s(j = 0, 1, • •• , k- 1);"»-fc-J.'(4.13) B:   B
j = î,

From the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is seen that the systems <Bi, • • • , Bi

of Theorem 3.5 are semi-canonical.

Lemma 4.11. If <Bi, B2 are semi-canonical, and correspond to the same index

s and zero a, then an admissible system Q of order zero exists such that

(*Bi = B2.

To show this, \etBi\{Bin(t)\ (i = l, 2) be given by

Bi,.(t) = Í^ \^ = ^=-ak],
j'-O Lpik Pik J

Bi,r(t) = 1 (r # s, r - 0, 1, • • • , * - 1).

We are to have

B2,j(t) = CjoBi,j(t) + CjitBi,i+i(t) + • • • (j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1).

Forjas this becomes
00

1   =   E Cjrt*Bl,j+r(t),
T—0

SO

Cjo = 1,        Cj, = 0 (r > 0);

that is,

Cj(t) = 1        (j*s;j = 0, 1, ■••,¿- 1).

And for j = s:
k-lk / \

E M2.r¿r   =   di    E Ml.rf') + E W
r—0 \    0 / p=l

/     * \ t-1

+ c*f*( E Mi,r/r ) + E c¿+7.^+p + • • • •
\     0 / p-1

From this relation we obtain the equations

M2o = c,opi,o; Pi,p — c¡oPi,p + c„,p (p = 1, • • • , k — 1);

fl2,k  =   C,oPl,k + C,kPlo', 0   =   C,lcßll + C,,k+Ù

And from these equations we find that

c,o = M20//Í10 t^ 0; c,lP = p2,p — CoMi.p       (P — 1, • ' • , k — 1);

C,,k+n = 0 (» = 0, 1, • • ■ ).
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Thus C.(t) is a polynomial (of degree not exceeding ¿ — 1):

C,(t)   =-1-¿2 0"2,rMlO  —  ßiOßl.i)tr.
MIO MIO   r-1

Consequently, Q is admissible and QBi=B2.

Now each of AB¡(t) and ABi(t) has exactly k zeros. It therefore follows

from Theorem 3.1 that Ac(t) has no zeros, so that Q is of order zero. Thus the

lemma is established.

Choosing M2o= —a*, jtz2,*=l, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 4.12. If Bi is semi-canonical, corresponding to the index s and the

zero a, there is a unique admissible system Q (necessarily of order zero) such that

QBi is the canonical system corresponding to the same s and a.

We know that Q exists. That it is unique is a consequence of Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.13. If zA is admissible of order one, then

(4.14) zA = QiBQi

where Qi, Q2 are admissible of order zero and fi ¿5 canonical.

For by Theorem 3.3, zA=BiQi where fii is semi-canonical and Q2 is

of order zero. Also, there is a Q» such that ßafii = fi, fi canonical and Q« of

order zero. Applying ßf1 to both sides: <Bi = Qi<B, with Qi = Qil, so (4.14)

holds.

Lemma 4.14. Let filF fi2 be canonical systems corresponding to the same zero

a and to the respective integers 0, r. There exist zero order admissible systems

Qi (i = l,2, 3,4) suchthat

(4.15) erfiiC» = B».        fii = C3fi2e4.

If r = 0 we need only take C?< = 3 (i = l, • ■ • ,4). We may therefore sup-

pose that 0<r<¿. Each of (4.15) clearly implies the other, so we need only

consider the first relation, which can be written in the equivalent form

(4.16) QiBi = <B2Qz [C^fS1].

Then, apart from the questions of admissibility and order, we are to de-

termine Qi, Qz so that

= Cz.i(t)   [j*r;j = 0, 1, ••• , k- lj;

a"Cz,r(t) + tkCz.r+k(t) = (t" - a)C3,r(t).

Now

(a)
Cjo Bi,j(t) + cn tBi,i+1(t) +

C™ Bl.r(t)   + clltBur+lV)  +
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BUnk(t) = tk-ak;        Bi>nk+P(t) = 1 (0 < p < k).

Hence if we write

cut) = E *iV + E «SV = j7(o + 7(0,
J^-r ¿=-r

where the congruence signs refer to mod ¿, then

(tk - a«)C3,r(t) = I7(/) + (tk - ak)V(t).

It is seen that we want U(t) to have the factor (tk — ak). For this purpose

we take Ci,r(t) to have the form

CiAt) = (t" - ak)U0(t) + V(t) = U(t) + V(t),

where the power series for Uo(t) contains no power of t that is congruent to — r

(mod ¿). In fact, choose Uo(t) = 1 and V(t) = tk~T, so that

(4.17) Ci,r(t) = - otk + t*-' + t".

As for Ci,j(t) [j^r], define it as follows:

(4.18) Ci,j(t) = 1    (j * 0, r);        d,o(t) = 1 + t'.

This makes Qi admissible. System Q$ is  now completely determined by

equations (a):

Cz.j(t) = Bu(t) = 1 (j 9* 0, r; ; = 1, • • • , ¿ - 1);

,, , , C,.,(0 = ¿Vi) + r--a* + f' + **;
(4.19)

Cä.'W = 7T-« { - «**i.r(0 + tk~rBi.k(t) + tkBi,r+k(t)} = 1 + <*-';
(Í* — a*)

and is of course admissible.

There remains to consider order. If Qi is of order zero, (4.16) shows that

Qs has the same property. We need therefore only consider Qi. For it we have

1+/' 1   •••   1 [(/*-«*)+<*^] 1        •••    1

1+w'P to    • • •   <J-[ u'[(/*-at)-fw-r<1-'] ur+1      • • •     w*"1

Ac,(<) =

l+^rik-D/r       ¡Jr-l . . . ^r-Mk-1)    wrC*-l) [(¿t-^^-rCt-DjIr-r]     ^(H-lXlr-1) . . . w(*-l)(*-l)

This can be written as the sum of four determinants by splitting the 0th and

rth columns in an obvious way; and it is readily seen that two of the new

determinants are zero, so that

ACi(t) = (tk - ak)Slk - rf-'Uk = - akSlk.

As this is a (nonzero) constant, Qi (and with it Q¡) is of order zero. The lemma

is therefore proved.

We now extend the scope of Lemma 4.14:
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Lemma 4.15. If fii, fi2 are canonical systems corresponding to the same zero

a. and to the respective integers s, r, then zero order admissible systems Qi

(i = 1, • • • , 4) exist so that

(4.20) Q&iQi = fi,,        fi, = QzBiQi.

We need only establish the first of these relations. Let fi* be the canonical

system corresponding to a and to the integer 0. Then we have

«i = &«*&.    fi* = e&iGs

where all Q's are of order zero. Hence (4.20) holds with

Ci - &&,        & « frCe.

This lemma permits us to strengthen Lemma 4.13 as follows:

Lemma 4.16. Let zA be admissible of order one, and let the integer s (O^s

^¿ — 1) be prescribed. Then

(4.21) zA=Qi.BQ2

where fi is canonical and corresponds to the integer s, and Qi, Q2 are admissible

of order zero.

From this set of lemmas we are able to prove the following result.

Theorem 4.4. Let zA be admissible of positive order I, and let its zeros be

{o/ai} (f=0, I, ■ ■ ■ , k — l; j = l, ■ ■ ■ , I). Let the integers Sj (j'=l, •■■,/),

not necessarily distinct, be prescribed inO^Sj^k — l. Then zA has the factoriza-

tion

(4.22) zA= CiBxQi<Bi ■ ■ ■ G&tQt+i,

where all Q's are admissible of order zero, and where fi;- is canonical and cor-

responds to the integer Sj and the zero a¡.

To see this, we recall that Theorem 3.5 gives us the product

zA = fit fi2 ...fite*

with B* admissible of order one and Q* of order zero. Lemma 4.16 now applies

to yield (4.22).
Remark. The decomposition (4.22) for zA is not unique, since we can

permute the zeros a¡.

The remainder of this section concerns systems of equations having a

solution that approaches zero. We shall need the results in §5.

Lemma 4.17. If an admissible system zA is of order zero in \t\ ^p with

p>l, and if cn—»0, then the system of equations

(4.23) zA:An[X] = c„ (n = 0, 1, • • • )
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has a solution X= [xn\ with x„—>0.

Since ((cn)) = Kp, the operator zA-1 can be applied to (4.23). It gives

the equivalent system

Xn   =  CtnOCn + önlCn+1 +   * .*  * (»   =   0,   1,   •   •   •   ),

where \anj\ is the matrix for zA-1. Now zA~x is admissible of order zero in

|<| ;£p, so constants M, d exist, with 0<l/p<l, such that

| a„i| =MB>.

Define {hn} by

hn = max { | c„|, | cn+i|, • ■ ■ ).

Then

I      I <r   Mhn
\   Xn \   =  ~->

i - e

and since ä„—>0, so does x„.

Lemma 4.18. Let zA be of order one and canonical in \t\ ^p with p> 1, and

let the zeros of AA(t) be {o/a} (/=0, I, ■ ■ • , k — l). If \a\ ¿¿I, and c„—>0, then

(4.23) has a solution X with x„—»0.

If |a| >1, choose p' in 1 <p'< |a|. zA will be of order zero in |f| =p', so

we can apply Lemma 4.17. We may therefore suppose that |a| <1. By

hypothesis there is an s for which

<* — a*,        j =- 5

it*

so (4.23) becomes

xr = c, (r fé s);

(4.24)
— akx.+nk + x,+(n+D* = c,+nk (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

We see that xr—>0 so long as r ranges over values non-congruent to s

As for x,+n*, set

(4.25) yn = x,+nk,       Sn = c,+nk (5n-^0).

Then (compare (3.36)-(3.40))

(4.26) - a*y„ + y„+i = 5„,

and

n-l

(4.27) yn = a"*y0 + E a'^n-y-i.
J-0

nk _ ak j

Aj(t)= \ \t      (mod*);
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Now \a\ <1, so ankyo—>0. Let

dn = max { | c |, | S«+i |, ■ • • } (dn —» 0),

and choose X so that | S„| <X.

There exists an integer p such that

•Z}. . \a\"k «

E  «''*   ̂  i   <— >
2A

so

Also,

ZU'Vi-ik-

p—i p—i ^ _ c
E |  «'*«~f-l |   á   ¿_,  E I « I'* <   , ,'  ,.   < —
Í-0 0 1 — | Ct | * 2

for all n> Af (Af suitably chosen). Hence y„—>0. It follows that x„—>0.

Remark. If | a| =1 the conclusion of the above lemma (and of the theorem

that follows) need not hold. This is seen from the following examples:

(i) ¿ even. Takea=—1, S„ = l/(n + l). Then-y„ = yo + E"-il//•
(ii) ¿   odd.   Take   a=-1,   o„= (-1)"+V(» + 1).    Then   y„ = (-l)"[y0

+ EAii/il-
In neither case does y„—»0. This possible failure when |a| =1 has an im-

portant bearing (an unfavorable one, be it noted) on the factorization con-

sidered in §5.

Theorem 4.5. Let zA be admissible in \t\ ^p with p>l, and suppose no

zero of AA(t) is of magnitude one. If c„—»0 there is a solution X of (4.23) for

which x„—>0.

In view of Lemma 4.17 we may suppose that the order / of zA is positive.

Applying Theorem 4.4 we can write

*A = Qi<BiQt ■ ■ ■ QiBid+i

where the <B's and Q's have the properties of that theorem. Let (B„ Qi be

given by

«<:    {Bi,n(t)\;       &:    \Ci,n(t)}.

By the two preceding lemmas,

&:   Ci.n[U«>] = c

has a solution t/(1): {«i"} with «¿"-»0;
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fii:   Bi,n[Um] = unl)

has a solution (7(2): {m„2)} with mb2)—>0; and so on, until finally

/-> ^ rrr(2,+ 1)l <2I>
C.1+1:    Ci+i,„lt7        J = «„

has a solution 7/<2i+1): {«„2,+1)} with M<2,+1,-+0. Now X= U(2,+1) satisfies (4.23),

so the theorem is established.

5. The perturbation case: Factorization. We recall that a system zA is

k-periodic if

¿b4+í(/) =^,(0, i = 0, 1, • • • , k- 1;

and is admissible if it is ¿-periodic and An(t) is analytic in- |i| ^g, with

An(0) ¿¿0 for all n. We now define an admissible system of perturbation

terms

00

(5.1) zA*:    A*n[X] = E <C,xn+i (n = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ )
i-o

to be a system with the following property:

(5.2) I a*,I g kn6'

with

(5.3) ¿„-^0,

(5.4) 0 < l/q.

Note that this makes the functions A*(t) analytic in |/| ^g. For certain

computations that we must make, it is desirable that sequence {¿„} shall

approach zero monotonically. Now given {¿„} with 0<¿„ and ¿n—»0, there

exists a sequence {¿„} such that ¿„^¿„', ki [ 0: and ¿„' may be used in (5.2)

in place of ¿„. It is therefore no restriction to suppose, as we do from now on,

that ¿n I 0.
We reserve the asterisk superscript for systems of perturbation terms, so

when a system is said to be admissible, it will be clear from the notation

whether the system is ¿-periodic, or is a system of perturbation terms, or is

an admissible perturbation system, which we define as follows:

Definition. A system is an admissible perturbation system if it has the

form zA+zA*, where zA and zA* are both admissible, and where

(5.5) ano+a*no*0 (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

A perturbation system of equations is of form (1.6).

Lemma 5.1. If Q and zA* are admissible, then QzA* and zA*Q are both

admissible systems of perturbation terms.
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Let 0*=zA*C, so that

D*n(f)   =   a*noCn(t)  +  otltCn+l(t)  +  •  • •   .

By hypothesis {a£} satisfies (5.2) for certain 0, {¿„} for which (5.3), (5.4)

hold; and |c,-| =Af0'>" for suitable M, 6' with 6'<l/q. Hence

I dZj\   g   E I  CrC+r.i-r |   ̂    Jf*»(/ +   !)•"'.

where 0" = max {0, 0'} <l/g. Choose 0'" in the range 0"<d'"<l/q. Then

Z exists such that for all j>J, (j+l)d"'<0'"'; so iii' can be found for which

|  ¿nil   ^   (M'kn)8'"i

for all n and /. Accordingly, €>* is an admissible system of  perturbation

terms.

Similarly, if £* = QzA*, then

| elj I á M¿n(; + 1)0"' (B" = max {8,6'});

so again the desired conclusion follows.

Let zA+zA* he admissible. We consider the problem of its factorization.

If zA is of order zero, then zA+zA* is essentially in factored form as it stands,

since we can write

zA + zA* = zA(3 + zA-^zA*) = zA(Z + B*)

where 3 is the identity and B* =zA~~1zA* is admissible. We need therefore

only consider the case that zA is of positive order /.

The function AA(t) has then I nests of zeros: {w/aJ},/ = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1;

j = 1, ■ • • , I. We may order the zeros so that

(5.6) | ai\ è \oc2\ ^ • • •  = | flt||.

We make the special assumption that

(5.7) |o,|<|ay|, /<|;

and for simplicity write a for a¡.

By (4.22) of Theorem 4.4 we have

(5.8) zA = eiBiCA • • • CrSiCn-1.

where all systems are admissible, the Q's of order zero and the íB's canonical.

Now

(5.9) zA + zA* = (Ci • • • B¡ + zA*Qili)Qi+i =. (zAi + £*)e«+i,

where
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zAi = Qi • • • fii = fifii = «e.      e* = t4*ew

and

C = «i,       fi = Ci«i • ' ' ft-

System £* is admissible.

zA+zA* will be factorable if zAi + £* is, so we consider this last system.

We introduce a parameter X, and investigate the possibility of a factoriza-

tion of form

(5. io)   zAi + x£* = ©e + x£* = (fi + E x«Br*Ve + E x'Cr*Y

On expanding and equating like powers of X, we have

£* = BCÎ+BÎe.

0   = fiCr*+ «I C*-l + fi*Cr-2 +  • • •   + fi*C (f - 2, 3» . . . );

and on defining <D* (r = l, 2, • • • ) by

dî = e,

(5-12) Of = - [BiQti +■■■+ «¡US } (r = 2, 3, • • • ),

then

(5.13) cC=fie*+fir*e (r=l, 2, •••)•

Recall that C = fi¡ is canonical, and to it corresponds the nest of zeros

{u/a}, where a =cti satisfies (5.7). Q is defined by

ltk — ak,    n = s
(5.14) Cn(t) =  { (mod*).

(      1, n ft s

Write

<D*r :    {7?*n(0} ;       fi?:    {^.„(í) = ¿ /3r,„:,í'l ;
(5.15) v i-o f

e*=    ÍC*„0)} (r= 1,2, •••;» = 0,1, •••).

For r = l we obtain from (5.13) the relation

oo oo

DÏ.nWt)   =   E bniu/H'C*,n+i(o/t)   +   E ßl.nUoSVCn+M,
(5.16) ¡-o i-o

= 0, 1, • • • , * - 1.

Define the functions T\,n.A\t) by
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(5.17) ri.«;/(0 = E 0i,n;,W+r*     0' = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1).
r-0

Then

(5.18) Dl,n(0/t)   =  E bnj^'t'C*i.n+i(o/t)   +   £ F,,ni j(tW'Cn+j(t),

(/ = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1).

For n fixed, regard (5.18) as a system of linear equations in the T's.

The determinant of this system is found from (5.14) to be ß*(i* — ak), where

ßfc is the constant defined by (2.33). We therefore wish to choose the func-

tions C*,n+j(t) so that, when we solve for the T's by Cramer's rule, the zeros

of the denominator (namely o/ct, f=0, 1, • • • ,¿ — 1) will cancel out. This

will happen if we impose the conditions

CO

(5.19) D*,n(o/t) - E hn^HKfun+iWt) = 0 (/ = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ - 1)
Í-0

for t = uia, i = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1.

Define *?>, cm) by

(5.20) xlm) = cU<ona),

(5.21) Snm) = DUo>ma).

Then (5.19) becomes

(5.22) E bn,**   Xn-t/Ot   = 8n (w = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1 ; « = 0, 1, • • • ).

For m fixed, (5.22) is a ¿-periodic system with determinant AB(wma/)-

Since AB(t) has the zeros {o/ay}, j=l, • • • , l — l, and |a,-| >|«| by (5.7),

the present A-function has all its zeros greater than one in magnitude.

Now D* = £* is admissible. Hence

(5.23) D*Un(t) « ¿n E (et) '■ = —î— [\t\< 1/0, 6 < 1/2 j,
0 1  — dt

and

(5.24) \C        \Di,n(o,ma)\z
(m) i i .    m   .   i *n

SO

5„    —> 0.
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By Theorem 4.5, therefore, (5.22) (m fixed) has a solution Arm= {x„m)|   for

which x„m)—»0 as n—><».

There is a number g'>l, independent of m, such that the system defined

by the left side of (5.22) is of order zero in \t\ ^g'. Consequently M and X

exist, with X<l/g'<l, such that an upper bound for the magnitude of the

(», j')th coefficient of the matrix inverse to (5.22) is AfX', for all n, j and m.

From the proof of Lemma 4.17 we conclude that

(5.25) I*»    1=:--hn>
1 — X

where {hn} is any sequence for which ft„—»0 and such that

K è max { | 5„+,| } (m = 0, 1, • • ■ , * - 1;;' = 0, 1 • • •).

Now ¿n i 0. We see therefore that we may choose

.       _k
hn   =  -¡-T'

1 - B\ a\

and that A„j0. Then,

<5-26) iris«.       [*. -(1 .„)*_, I.,,}

so

(5.27) \C*i,n(cona)\ûLikn (m =.0, 1, • • • , k- l; n = 0, 1, • • • ).

We have obtained values for C*,nit) at the points coma (w = 0,1, • • •,* —1).

Now we complete the definition of these functions to make them as simple

as possible: we take them as polynomials. In fact, set

*-2

(5.28) CÎ.nW = Ri.n:o + E it - a)(t - ua) ■ ■ ■ (t - cc»a)Ri,n;p+i,
P—0

where the R's are constants, uniquely determined recurrently by the condi-

tion that Cj|»(0 takes on known values at i = coma (m = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1).

From (5.27) and (5.28) it follows that constants Afi.o, • • • , Mi,n-i

exist, independent of n, such that

l-Rl.nwl ̂Mi,jkn (j = 0, 1, ••• , *- 1).

The Af's can be expressed solely in terms of Li and |a|. If we set

M = max {Mi,,},

then

\Rl,n-,j\ ûMiK.
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We see from (5.28) that there is a constant <r, whose value depends only on a,

such that

(5.29) C*i,n(t) « cMikn(l + t+ ■■■ + t"'1).

Let us return to (5.18). The functions C*n(t) are analytic in |i| ^2> and

from (5.29) we see that the first series in (5.18) converges uniformly in

|f| ^2' (2' some number exceeding 2). Hence (5.18) defines (and uniquely)

functions Y that are analytic in |i| ¿q. Before we can make the step from

(5.18) back to (5.16), however, we must show that the functions T have

power series of form (5.17); that is, that

Ti.n-.j(o/t) = w"Ti,n-,j(t)     (/, j = 0, 1, • • • , k - 1).

To establish this property, replace t by upt in (5.18). We obtain

oo A—1

DÏ,n(u>+n)  =  2Zbnj^+^H'Ctn+j(^+'n)+2Z{^P^Unu(^)\^'+^'Cn+j(t).
y=o y-o

This is the (f+p)th equation of (5.18), with the function Ti,n-j(í) replaced by

w-PÎTi,„.,y (an): Since (5.18) uniquely determines the T's, this requires that

Ti,n-j(t) =(t}~p'Yiin;j(o>pt), as was to be shown.

Consequently, we have shown the existence of two system Q* B* for

which C*,n(t), B*,n(t) are analytic in \t\ ^q. We wish to prove that these

systems are admissible. That Q* is so is shown by (5.29); the proof for B*

is more difficult.

Lemma 5.2. Let

CO

(5.30) F(t) = 2~2jntn+l + Pi-i(t),
n—0

with Pi-i(t) a polynomial of degree not exceeding l—l, be analytic in \t\ ^p,

and suppose(n)

F(ri) = ■ - ■ = F(ri) = 0; |f/|S#       (j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , I).

Define Z(t) by

Z(t)=F(t)iU(t-r,)
V J'=l

Then

QO

(5.31) Z(t) = }Z 7«Hn(t; ri, ■ ■ ■ , ri),
n=0

(u) The r„'s need not be distinct provided that each set of equal ra's is in number not greater

than the multiplicity of their common value as a zero of F(t).

}■
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where H„ is the symmetric homogeneous polynomial of degree nin t;ri, ■ • • , n,

all of whose coefficients are unity; that is,

(5.32) Hnit; n, • • • , n) = E n ■ ■ ■ n't'' ,

summed over all non-negative integers ji, • ■ • ,jt, j for which ji+ ■ ■ ■ +j¡

+j = n. Moreover, (5.31) converges absolutely and uniformly for \t\ ^p.

Since F(r0=0,

Zl(Q - oiiL-L.I* ± yn{r - rT) + Pt-iit) - PUn)]
t — ri      t — n L n-o J

=   Ê 7n\ E tirTl~1'i\ + Pi-iit) = íynHn+1-iH; ri) + F,_2(0,
0 I i-0 I n—O

where Pi-2 is of degree not exceeding its index. Now F(r2) =0, so

Zi(t) = 'ML = ̂ _[ ¿ yJZrT^it* - r'i)\ + 2V.Í» - PUn)]
t — r2      t — ri L   o I i-o f -i

OO

=  E ynBn+i-iit; n, ri) + Pi-zit).
0

A simple induction permits this process to be continued until all the

divisions have been carried out. The polynomial drops out completely, leav-

ing the sum (5.31). Series E7n'n+i ls absolutely and uniformly convergent in

111 ;£p. If each term in Hn+i-iit; ri) is replaced by its absolute value we obtain

a sum that does not exceed in+l)pn+l~1, so 2~2yr,Hn+i-iit; ri) is absolutely

and uniformly convergent in \t\ rgp. The same argument applies at each step,

so the final series (5.31) has the stated convergence properties.

Lemma 5.3. Let

Jt.n = 2-1 ro ' ' ' ft  — Hn(ri, • • • , ri),

the, summation being over all non-negative integers for which ji+ • • • +ji = n.

U

r = max { | ri\, • • • , \ rt\ \,

then

It    I -     (n + l-l\ (n + l-l\

This inequality is a consequence of the identity

^ /n + I - l\
El=(    l_1    ) iji+ ■••+Ji = n),
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which is readily proved, for example, by an induction.

We may now return to the functions Y. Solving (5.18), we see from the

character of the coefficient determinant that if p^s — n(mod k), then

(5.33) ri.ni„(0 = ¿X,.r{flî.«(«'0 -  Ê bnica"titf,n+i(<*rt)\ ;

and if i = s — n(mod ¿), then

(5.34) (P  -  ak)Tl,n;i(t)   =   Ë Xi.r te»(«r0   -  E C/CO^/'CÎ.n+y^'o} •
r-0 v y-o *

In both cases the X's are constants whose value is determined solely by ¿.

Define A by

A = max { | A)r | } (j, r = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1).

Consider the first case. Since B is admissible we know that constants N,

6' exist such that

| bnj | è NO'' (6' < 1/q).

Hence, using (5.23) and (5.29):

Ti,n-,P(t) « ¿A {¿„E (et)' + NaMknJl (6't)'(l +!+••■+ t"'1)] .
(    y-o y=o i

Let

*-i
(5.35) 6" = max {6, 6' \,        f = E e"~T.

r-0

Then

¿A(l + NMffO Nikn
(5.36) Ti,„;p(t) «- kn

1 - 8"t 1 - 8"t

for p^s — n (mod ¿).

Now consider i = s — n. The right side of (5.34) is clearly subject to the

same inequality (5.36) as was found for the right side of (5.33). Hence if we

write relation (5.34) in power series form:

(5.37) (tk - ak)Ti,nu(t) = E W..1P+***-* + Pk-i(t),
p=0

where Pk-i is a polynomial of degree not exceeding k — 1, then

IM..!, |    á   NlB"'kn.

Since Yi,„;i(t) is analytic in l/l ^2. the right side of (5.37) has the zeros
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t = ura, r = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1. Consequently by Lemma 5.2,

CO

Yi,nu(t) = 2J ui,n-,P+kHP(t; a, coa, • • • , co*-1a),

p-0

where

HP=2Z (a)h ■ ■ • (co*-1«)'*/' (ji + - - - + jk +j = p).

We can write

p
hp= E <'Z*,p-y

3-0

where

Jt,p-1 = E («)'« • • • ("*-x«)4 (/j + .. . + jh - p - j).

Now by Lemma 5.3,

.   ,   .//>-y + ¿-i\

# -/

so

>/p-j + k-l\

à\   a-/   /'
ÍTP« -'/'.

Thus,

ri.n!,(i) « iVi0"*¿n ¿ (j^-r)' { E fP ~ j + k. ~ 1N) (0" I « I )4
y-o \ I a\/    1 p_,\ p-j / )

00 Í  °° ir + k — 1\ \
= Nie"'kn E (e"tV< E ( ) (*" I « I n.

y-0 V r-0 \ r / )

Since 0"|a| <1, the brace converges to the sum (1— 0"|a|)~*. Therefore

AM"* ¿n N2kn
(5.38) rJ|Bii(0 «-¡—¡-s-     (i = s - n (mod k)).

(1 -8"\a\)k   1 -6"t       1 -8"t

Combining (5.36) and (5.38), we have for all j = 0, 1, • • • , k — 1,

Qkn
(5.39) rlin!,.(,)«___

where

Q =max {Nlt N,\.

From the definition (5.17) of Yi,n;j,
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(5.40) 75Î,„00 = ¿jJi..,^ = Eri,nS,(o,
j'-O r—0

SO

(5.41) *Î^)«7^T

This shows that fi* is admissible.

Now turn to (5.13) with r = 2. £>a*= -«!*&*, so from (5.41) and (5.29),

oo co

D*.n(t)   =   -TßunU^Ci.n+^t) «   E (QW U') {<rMlkn(l +t+  ■■•   + t"'1)].
J=0 j-0

From this we obtain

2

* 0-MQX 2 Lkn
(5.42) dUi) « T-~- *« --— (L m <rMQt).

1 — 8 t 1 — o t

2D2* is thus admissible. It is to be noted, in comparison with (5.23), which

can be modified to read

-*     . a Rn

Dln(t) «
1   - 6"t

that the inequality for D*,„(t) has captured a second factor ¿„.

Relation (5.13) for r = 2 is obtained from the case r=l by the mere sub-

stitution of D* for Df; which fact is reflected in all the inequalities so far

obtained by the replacement of ¿n, wherever it occurs, by Lk\. Thus:

| C2,n(co*»a) | ^ ZiZ¿„; C*„(0 « crj|f£*„(l +/+•••+ tX) ;

QLkl * QLkl
V2,nu(t)<< ,        „   i Bin«-

1 - B"t 1 - 6"t

From (5.12), for r = 3, we therefore have

00

D*z,n(t)   =   -   E   [ßl,n;jt'Ctn+j(t)  + ßi.n-.it'Ctn+jtt)}
i=0

00

« E 2aMQL(6"t)'(l + t H-+ í*-1);
;=o

SO

* 2<tMQLÇ    z 2Lk\
(5.43) Z.U^—M *..__.

In general, a simple induction gives the majorants
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r-l   r

(5.44) £>*„(/)«
1 - 0"/

where the Pr's are numerical constants (Pi = l, P2=l), and

C*n(/) « CrMPrZr_1¿I(l  + *+•••   + t°~\

(5.45) , CPrZr-1¿I

B^ «    , _ 6"t   •

Hence, systems B?, Q?, Or* are all admissible.

As for {Pr}, the induction that establishes (5.44) and (5.45) shows that

(5.46) Pr  =   PlPr_! + P2Pr-2 +   •   •  •   +  Pr-lPl (f è  2)

withP!=P2 = l.

Lemma 5.4. If

(5.47) x(0 =   ¿Py+i/'
y-o

then

(5.48) tW=1{1_(1_4í)i/2}.

Conse2Mew%>

(5.49) Py+i = - 2-i( - 4) i+» ( . ̂  J

ana

(5.50) | Py| ^ 4'.

For, from (5.48) we have

/tt2(/) - tt(/) + 1=0,

so (5.46) follows from (5.47). Since 7t(0) = 1, the coefficients in the expansion

for ir(t) coincide completely with the sequence {Py+i} of (5.44)-(5.46). If

(5.48) is expanded by the binomial theorem it is seen that Py+i has the value

(5.49). The inequality (5.50) now follows from the ratio

'j+i

Pi \2j + 1/Pi

Let us now return to (5.10). Define B*, Q* by
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(5.51) <b* = ¿x<    e* = í>e*

Then

(5.52)

B*n(t)   =■   ¿W'«e(ZXrW'   YnVl  - 6"t)    \
0 V r-1 /

Ct(t)   m   ¿ yj « 0-M (  E XPrL'^kn) (I  +  t +   ■   ■  ■   + t
0 \ r=-l /

)-

Since the majorants (5.52) are obtained by using absolute values every-

where in the determination of estimates for each fir*, Qr*, it is clear that

fi* and Ç* are admissible, and that (5.10) is valid, for all X for which

(5.53) |X|<
iLko

(We may use ¿o since ¿B [ 0.)

To handle the system zAi + £* the choice X = l must be possible. This

choice is permissible if we assume that

(5.54) 4¿¿0 < 1.

On checking back it will be found that L is determined by the system zAi

(hence by zA) and by 6; it is not affected by the values of the sequence {kn}.

We may sum up our results as follows:

Lemma 5.5. LetzAi+£* be admissible, with zA of order l>0. Let the zeros of

AA(t) be {cJctj} (f=0, 1, • • • , ¿ — 1; j = l, ■••,/), and suppose that (5.7)

holds : \a¡\ < \ a¡\, j — 1, • • • ,1 — 1. If L, determined solely by zAi and by 6,

satisfies condition (5.54), then zAi + E* has the factorization

(5.55) zAi + e* = (fi + fi*xe + e*),

where fi*, Q* are the admissible systems given by (5.51) for X = l.

We should like to extend this factorization further. It is to be noted that

the condition |aj| <|a,-| (j— 1, • • • , / — 1) was imposed in order that we

be assured that system (5.22) has for each m a solution x„m) that goes to zero

as n—»°o. (Theorem 4.5 was invoked for this purpose.) If therefore we are to

factor fi + fi* (using the method that leads to Lemma 5.5), we need to assume

that |ai-i| <|«j| for j<l — 1; and so on. We are thus led to the condition

(5.56) \ ai\ < | az_i |  < •••  < I ai \ ,

which we now assume.

From (5.9),

fi = Cifii • • • fii-iCî-
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so

B + B* = (Ci«i • • • <Bu.i + B*qT)Qi-

Qi, of order zero, may be retained as it is; accordingly, it is the parenthesis

that is to be factored. Now B*Qïl is by Lemma 5.1 an admissible system of

perturbation terms, but we need to know something about the magnitude

of its coefficients. This information is supplied by the following, easily

proved, lemma:

Lemma 5.6. Let Q and zA* be admissible. Let constants M, 6', k„, 0 be

chosen (as they can be) so that

M                        *                    ¿n
Cn(t) « -y > An(t) « -.

1-0'/ 1-0/

with 6'<l/q, 6<l/q, ¿„ J. 0. Then M', 6" exist independent of {kn}, with
8"<l/q, such that the admissible system <D* = QzA* satisfies the relations

* M'kn

If we apply Lemma 5.6 to B*Q¡~1 wè see that the factorization of

CiBi • • • «¡-i + B*QT

can be carried out in exactly the same manner as that of zAi + £*. The various

constants that appear in the earlier majorant expressions (M, Li, L, and so

on) may have new values, but these values continue to be independent of

{¿„}. Suppose we replace L in (5.54) by the notation Lil), to indicate that it

arose when the zero a=ai was under consideration. Then in the present case

we obtain an Z(i_1); and so on down to Z(2), at which point only a factor of

order one is left, and this factor is essentially in final form, so the process ends.

We therefore have the following result:

Theorem 5.1. Let zA+zA* be admissible, where zA, of order />0, has the

representation (5.8). Let the zeros of AA(t) be {a/ay} (f = 0, 1, • • • , ft —1;

.7 = 1, ••■,/), and suppose (5.56) holds. Let (5.54) be satisfied by L — L(i),
j = l, l — l, • • • , 2. Then zA+zA* has the factorization

(5.57)     zA + zA* = Qi(<Bi + B^*)Q2(B2 + «<»*)& •••(«.+ B^*)Ql+u

where the systems <B<f>* are admissible, and where the Q's and B's have the pro-

perties stated in Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 5.1 raises two questions: What if (5.56) does not hold, and what

if (5.54) fails to be true for L=L(i),j = l, l — l, • • • , 2? In the former case,

that is, when two or more nests of zeros of A¿(/) are equal or have the same
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magnitude, our methods do not supply a factorization. It would be of interest

to obtain such a factorization if it is possible (as one may conjecture). In the

latter case the failure of (5.54) can be circumvented by replacing system

zA+zA* by a suitable one of its truncates, as described below.

Definition. Given a system 3C:H„[X], n = 0, 1, • • • . If {y„} is defined

by

yn = %n+p

and \Kn(t)] by

Kn(t) = Hn+P(t),

then I^p: Kn[Y], n = 0, I, • • • , is called the truncate of X. of degree p. The

truncate K^p is thus seen to be obtained by removing the first p forms (w = 0,

1, • • • , p — 1) of 3C and relabelling the x's.

If hno^O, ra = 0, 1, • • • , this replacement of a system 3C by a truncate

system ^ does not alter the character of the system of equations

3C:    Hn[X] =cn (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

For to every solution {x„} of this system corresponds the solution {y„ = xn+p}

of

£:   Kn[Y] = ci (ci = cn+p),

and conversely.

In the case of an admissible system zA+zA*, if we choose the degree p

of the truncate system to be a multiple of k:p = rk, then the truncate has the

form zA+D*, where system zA is unchanged, and D*(t) —A*+rt(t). Clearly

V* is admissible; hence so is zA+O*. We may choose r large enough so that

(5.58) 4L<>>¿P < 1 (; = /, I- 1, • • ■ ,2).

On setting

(5.59) ¿B    =   kn+rk   =   *n+j>

for all n, then ¿B j 0 and

(5.60) 4I<»*o' < 1 0' = I, I- 1, • • ■ , 2).

Thus, the truncate system zA+<D* does satisfy (5.54) for Z, = L(i) (2^j^l).

Since by hypothesis the admissible system zA+zA* satisfies (5.5), this is

also true of zA+O*; hence as was pointed out the two systems of equations

(zA + zA*)n[X] =cn;        (zA + V*)„[Y] = ci (ci  = Cn+P)

are equivalent. We proceed to the solution of the latter system.

Remark. In solving a truncate system it is logically desirable to state in

advance how far down in the original system the truncate begins; that is, to
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specify the degree of the truncate. However, this often requires the introduc-

tion of a considerable number of preliminary statements and definitions re-

garding new quantities, that would be unmotivated at the time of their ap-

pearance. To avoid this, we shall work with the original (untruncated) sys-

tem; and as the argument progresses, the above-referred to new quantities

will appear in a natural way. These quantities will dictate which truncate

is to be used in place of the original system, and it will be seen that the argu-

ments used will be valid for that truncate.

Lemma 5.7. Let zA+zA* be admissible (in \t\ ^q), with zA of order zero.

Then the system of equations

(5.61) zA + zA*:   (zA + zA*)n[X] = cn (n = 0, 1, • • • )

has a unique admissible solution for every sequence {c} for which ((c)) is 2- Z«

particular, if c —0 then x„ = 0.

Let ((c)) ^2- Since c^i is of order zero, we may operate on (5.61) witha/f_1

to obtain the equivalent system

(3 +zA**)n[X] = ci m (A-%[{Ci}]        (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

with ((c„))^q. Here 3 is the identity and zA** =zA~1zA* is an admissible

system of perturbation terms. In other words, we need only consider the

system

(5.62) Xn + E CtnjXn+j = ci (n = 0, 1, • ■ ■ ).
J=-0

Our assumptions are such that M = M(e) exists for which

(5.63) |c' | á M(8 + e)",

where ((c)) = b 5=2 and where e>0 is chosen small enough so that the func-

tions A**(t) = 2~lüanjt' are analytic in a circle of radius greater than b+e,

independent of n. Also,

(5.64) | «„,-1 Ú kn6>- (kn i O;0 < 1/ç);

and e is further restricted so that

0(q + «) < 1.

We now apply the method of successive approximations, defining x^' by

(i)

(5.65) (r)
xn

A simple induction leads to

= c' •vn   ,

=  Ci   —  E «ni*n+J (f =  2, 3 • • • ).
Í-0
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(5.66) | x„r)| £ M(S + e)nTn,r

where

T     -gi_*=_V

7j is wo restriction to assume, as we do, that

¿o
(5.67) 0 =-< 1,

1 - 0(5 + e)

since by suitable truncation of (5.62) an equivalent system can be obtained for

which, in terms of the new sequence {¿„}, (5.67) does hold. (See the remark

that precedes Lemma 5.7.)

From the relations

. (2)     (1) _     y,     (1)     (r)     (r-l)_    y,    ( (r-J) _  <r-2»)

^O . OoJ Xn Xn      —     / . anjXn+j\       Xn Xn /  . an i l Xn+j Xn+.j    j

- xTl) | á JT(I + •)' {-y--1"* ^ AT/TC« + .)"
(1 - 0(5 + e)J

(2) (1) y, (1) (r)

j-0

we obtain (again by a simple induction)

(r) (r-1)

0(5 + e)

Since ß<l we deduce the existence of

(5.70) Xn = lim x„r (n = 0, 1, • • • ).
r-*w

Moreover, since F„,r^l/(1 — ß) for all n and r, we see from (5.66) that

\xn    | $_(* + .)  ;

so

M
I x„   ^-(5 + e), (»-0, 1, •••)■

1 -0

From the arbitrariness of e we conclude that ((x„))^S^g. The sequence

[xn] is therefore admissible.

There remains to show that  {x„}  is a solution of (5.62), and that this

solution is unique. From (5.69),

I      (p+r) (r)  i ,,/„    ,      s»        V">     rJ

\Xn -   Xn     I   á   M (S + i)    •      .L    ß   !

and on letting p—>°o :
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(5.71)

Now

I   Xn  ~   Xn     I   ¿- (5 + t)
1  — ß

^n C    "T"   /  .   CtnjXn

)'=0

(r-1)
J     V Í 1

Xn Xn     -f-    / . an j \ Xn4- y        Xn-j- y    j

y-o

(r-1)

=   |   Xn Xn     |T   ¿^ | <*nj |   '   |   #n+) ^n+î

J-0

á -—- (s + ty\ß + ¿„E [e(8 +1)]*}
1 — ß v. y-o /

2Mßr

<—(* + .)•.

As r—>co the right side approaches zero for each fixed n; and since the left

side is independent of r, that side is zero for each n. Thus it has been shown

that {x„} given by (5.70) is an admissible solution of (5.62).

It is, moreover, unique. For suppose {yn}, with ((yn))^2, is a solution.

A number X exists for which

(5.72) A ■ max
xn — yn

(q + «)•

(n = 0, 1, ■ • • ).

(The value X is actually attained for at least one «.) From the fact that {x„},

{yB} are both solutions follows the relation

Xn  —   yn   =   —   E «nj(*n+j  —   JV+i),
y-o

so

I Xn - y.l á X¿»EOKi + 0n+í á X/3(? + e)».
/-o

But ß<l. Thus property (5.72), which makes X minimal, is contradicted

unless X = 0. Therefore y„=xn, as was to be shown.

Lemma 5.8. Let zA+zA* be admissible (in \t\ ^q), with zA of order one.

Then the system of equations

(5.73) zA + zA*:   (zA + zA*)n[X] = c (n = 0, 1, • • • )

has an admissible solution {x„} for every {c} for which ((c)) i=2- There exists

a number R such that there is a unique admissible solution with the value xr

prescribed.
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We can write zA = QiBQ2, where Qi, Q2 are admissible of order zero and fi

is canonical (corresponding, say, to the zero a and the index s) :

B,(t) = <* - ak;       Bj(t) = 1 (jfi s;j - 0, 1, • • • , * - 1).

Applying Qi1 on the left of (5.73) we obtain the equivalent system

(5.74) ({B+zA**}&)n[X] =ci =(&\[{Cj}] (»-0,1,...).

where zA** = Qi1zA*Q21 is an admissible .system of perturbation terms.

Consider the system

(5.75) (fi +zA**)n[U] = ci (n = 0, 1, • • • ).

Suppose the lemma can be established for (5.75). Let {m»1'} be a particular

solution, and let {m„0)^0} be a solution of the homogeneous equation, so

that the general admissible solution of (5.75) is mb = m„1)+Xmb) (X arbitrary).

Then the general solution of (5.74) is given by

where {x^}, {xn0)} are the unique solutions of the respective equations

(Gi)n[X       ]   =   Un    ; (&)n[X       ]   =   Un    ,

guaranteed by Theorem 2.5. By that theorem, if we denote the matrix of

coefficients defined by Q^1 by {gny}, we have

E(D      ,    ,   T7> (0) (1)     ,    ^     (0)gnjUn+i + ¡^2-, iniUn+j  —   Xn      + Xx„    .

J—0 j—0

Now xB0)+0 else we would have m„0> = 0, contrary to the choice of {mb0)}. If

therefore R is chosen so that xj^^O, then X can be determined so that xr

has a prescribed value. Moreover X will have a unique value, so the solution

{xn} will be uniquely defined by the value x«. In other words, if the lemma is

true for (5.75) then it is true for (5.74).

We need therefore only consider system (5.75), which in expanded form

can be written

00

Xnk+i  =  Cnk+i —   ¿-i ank+i,jXnk+i+j (t 7^ S', Í «•= 0,  1, • • •  ,   * —   1);

(5.76)

—  akXnk+s +  X(„+l)i+,   =  Cnk+s  —    E ank+a,iXnk+i+j     (»  =  0,  1, • • • ).

M

As in Lemma 5.7, relations (5.63) and (5.64) hold, and we again set up a

sequence of approximations:
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(1) / k    (1) (1) ,

Xnk+i   —   Cnh+i', Ct   X„k+s +   X(„+l)k+e  —   Cnk+t',

<o / 'V     ■        (r_1)
,_    __v Xnk+i Cir+i / . an/c+i, jXnk+i+j,

(5.77) y_0

*    <r)      _L      (r) ' V" (r-1) Í     -   0    1 Ï

—  a   Xnk+s T  X(n+l)fc-|-8   —   Cnk+e ¿_, ank+i,jXnk+s+i, V   —   Z, O,  •   •   • _).

f-0

Yet value x, be.assigned, and as we proceed in the proof we agree always

to choose xs(r)=x,. That such choice is possible will be seen. The second rela-

tion on the first line of (5.77) has the solution (compare §3, (3.37)-(3.40))

(1) nk   (1)        ^     ik  ,

Xnk+s   =   a     X,       + ¿-i a    Cs+in-j-l)k-

;'-0

xs(1) can be chosen arbitrarily, but as was stated earlier we are taking x?) = x,.

From the inequalities

|c| á M(q + t)n, \a\ < q + t,

we readily find that

I       (1)      I , ."*:+»

| Xnk+i | Ú M(q + e)

I  (1) I <? Í   I  \ni+* f 1 *' 1    I_M_I
Xn*+«    g (q + e)       <-—-—— + -———-:—r-\ ;

l(2 + e)*       (q + e)k-\a\k)

so that on setting

( I x I M )
(5.78) Mi =max {M, -\-¡—r> ,

I       (9 + 0*      (? + «)*- I «I*/
then for all n,

(5.79) \xnh\SMi(q + tf.

To continue the proof we make use of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.9. If zn—»0 and O<0<1, then

lim {z„ + Zn-i0+ • • • + Zo0"S  = 0.
71—*«

Denote the brace by tn. The sequence {zn} is bounded: 10„| ^M. Let

€>0 be given, and choose N = N(e) so that \zn\ <e for all n>N. Then

.     . " » M8n~N + €

I tn | ^ m}Z en~i + « E en~' ̂ -,
y-o i=N+i 1 — 8

so /„—>0.

Now turn back to (5.77). Using (5.79) we find that
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(2)
Xnk+i

m   i
Xnk+e I

ank+i, jXnk+\+i

j=o

n-l

(i

.nk+i ( knk+i )

+ i)   +Mi\l + -- }•;
I 1 - 0(? +• e)j

n—1 / oo \   i
»1   (!) ri     'M   l y (I) I

a     Xs      +  2-1 a     \ct+in-r-l)k 2-1 a"k+s-(r+l)k,jX„k+,-(r+l-jk+j> \

r-0 V. j'-O /   I
ink , i

a I     | x, |

+ Ml(g + .)•«-*' gCH-Y'iJi. +   *"^-^* I .

I     in* I
^    a       \ x.

\q + e/     IJH,        1 - 0(g+ e)

Since |a|/(g+e) <1 and ¿n—»0, Lemma 5.9 applies to the sum

n—1 /   I n |    \rk

nk+t—(r+l)k(5.80)
_n¿Í/  | or |   y*

tn-l  =   2-1 I-)     ^"*
r„o \q + t/

Accordingly, tn—+0; and it is no restriction to suppose that tn J. 0 (since {/„}

can be replaced if necessary by: {/„' } where /„' { 0 and tn¿ti).

We thus have

Xnk+, | á Mi(g + e)       < 1 +
I   '    (? + «)*[! -«(? + €)]}•

Let

(5.81) X„ = max <
¿n-l

(q + ¿)k[l - 6(q + i)]     l-d(q + e)

knk+i )    , •1).

As n—>c°, X„ | 0 since this'is true of /„ and ¿„. We now have for all n and

allj = 0, 1, • • • , ¿-1, |xS+í| JSJIfi(l+X.)(i+e)-^'.
It is now a straightforward induction to obtain

(5.82) | xnr)k+i | =S Jf i(l + X„ + • • • + X7l)(g + ¿)nk+\

j — 0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1; « = 0, 1, • • • ; r—l, 2, • • • ;or, since X„ J. 0,

(5.83) | xV j ^ Mi(l + Xo + • • ■ + \7*)iq + •)"■

We conclude from the arbitrariness of, « that ((x^')) ^g for each r.

From (5.77) we obtain (for r^2)

Xnk+i Xnk+i        .   / . C*nk+i, j \ Xnk+i+ i Xnk+i+j]

i-0

re   oa\ *f    (r) (r-1))     i     (    (r) (r_1)        )
(,S.ö4J       — a  \Xnk+¡ — xnk+s ]  +  ¡X(„+i)it+s — X(„+i)i+sj

Z,     (r-l) (r-zj -,
&nk+a, j \ Xnk+a+i Xnk+s+i ] •

;-0

Here iy^s; i = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ , ¿ —1; and x'^^0. The second of these relations can
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be solved (again as in §3, (3.37)-(3.40)) to give

(r) (r-1) ni,     (r) (r-1) j

Xnk+,  —   Xnk+t    =   a      [ X„       —   X, J

.    ^     Pif        A <     (r-1) (r-2) >"[
+   2-ia ~'  2-fa^-P-1)k+'.'' \x(n-P-l)k+i+j— X(„_p_l)i+,+ y)   M

p-0 L        )=0 -I

or, since x(¡' = x^-1' = x„ :

(r) (r-1) ^ A (     (r-D (r-2) ,
Xnk+l —   Xnk+,    =   —     / . aP     / . «[»-a-D14-l.il Xm-n-llk+t+i ~   X (n- p-1 )*+«+ i \ •

p—0 ;—0

It is readily found that

I Xnk+i — Xnk+i | á Mi\o(q + 0        > I *»*+' — *»*+« I  S MiA0(2 + 0        ,

so

Xn"    —   Xn     |   g   MlAo(2 + «)   J

and two simple inductions (one for i, the other for s) give the general in-

equality

(5.85) | xV - xfX) | ^ JfiXr\? + 0" (» = 0, 1, •••)•

IFe now suppose that Xo<l. This is no restriction, for if Xoèl, then since

X„—>0 there is an N such that X„ < 1 for all n > N. Consequently by applying

a suitable truncation, a system equivalent to (5.76) can be obtained, for

which the new sequence {Xn' =X„+p; p sufficiently large} has the above

property: Xo' <1.

It follows from (5.85) that the limits

(5.86) xn = lim xñr> (n = 0, 1, • • • )
r—»oo

exist, and from (5.83) that

Mi
(5.87) l*.|á---(2 + 0".

1 — Ao

so that ((x„))^2- In other words, {x„} is admissible. Also, since x(?=x,

(whose value is assigned), we see that {xn} has for n = 5 that same assigned

value.

We need to show that {x„} is a solution of (5.76), and that it is unique

for the prescribed value x3. From (5.85) we obtain

I *r° - xV | ^ MiAr„(l + A„ + • • • + AP1)(9 + 0",

so letting p—» » :
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(r) I <
iq + e) .

1 - Xo

Let j = 0, 1, • • • , ¿ —1 but i^s. From (5.77) we have

00

En*+i —  Cnk+i + 2-1 ank+i,jXnk+i+j

i-0

-I <r)    I   r   V^ l      fl'l (f-15    I  <-    2-ííl   \rf   J_   ^*+<
^  I  X„t+,- —   Xnk+i I  + ¿^ «nfc+<0   I   Xnk+i+j —   Xnk+i+i \    ê   "-~ X0(.Ç + ()

i-0 1 -Xn

The right side goes to zero as r—* oo ; hence the left side is zero for each ».

Thus part of system (5.76) is satisfied by {x„}. Again from (5.77),

k i or-,

— a  Xnk+, + Xin+l)k+s — Cnk+t +  2-1 Unk+f.iXnk+E+i

i-0

*( (r)  1   I   ( <r)        I

a   \Xnk+, —   Xnk+i)   +   (X(„+l)i+, —   X(n+l)k+t\

+  2-1 an k+s.i\Xn k+t+j —  XBfc+,+ /j

Xr„(g + e)nfc+'{|ar+(g + e)*+l};

J-0

Ml r,

1 -Xo

and again the right side approaches zero as r—>«>, so the left side is zero.

This gives us the rest of system (5.76): {x„} is an admissible solution of

(5.76).
To establish uniqueness, suppose {y„} is an admissible solution for which

y,=xs. Then
00

Xnk+i  —   ynk+i  —   —   ¿-i ank+i,i{ Xnk+i+i —   ynk+i+j\ ',

i-0

— ak\xnk+s — ynk+>) + {x(„+i)fc+i — y(n+i-,k+,\

OO

=   —   E ank+o,j\Xnk+,+ j —   ynk+t+i\.

i-0

Since ((x„)) ^g, Hyi)) Ikq, there exists a number p such that

(5.88) n=max\ixn- yi)/iq + i)n\.

We find then that

00

| x„*+i - ynk+i\ ^ E knk+iO^iq + «)"*+<+>' g mXo(í + ¿)nk+i.
j-0

Also, as in (3.37)-(3.40) :
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n-1 p oo -,

Xnk+s  —   Vnk+e   =   2-, aP        — 2-1 a (n-p-1) k+t, j \ X (n-p-1) k+s+ j ~   7 (n-p-l)/t+s+)'( \\

P-O    L   ¡-0 J

SO

I   Xnk+s  -   ynk+s \gp(q+ «)»*+'• ..r,""' ,       ,,   á  mAo(? + «)"*+'.
(2 + 0   11 - ö(2 + OJ

Thus for all n,

| Xn — y»| g /uA0(ç + 0".

But Xo<l, so (5.88) shows that p = 0. That is, yn=xn. The lemma is now

completely proved.

Remark. If X0<1 in the original system the number R of Lemma 5.8 can

be chosen as s. (And s, he it noted, can be made to have the value zero.) How-

ever, if truncation is necessary, R will be larger.

Theorem 5.2. Let zA+zA* be admissible (in \t\ úq), with zA of order I and

with condition (5.56) holding; and let \cn} be of type not exceeding q. The

homogeneous system of equations

(5.89) (zA + zA*)n[X] = 0

has precisely I linearly independent admissible solutions ; and the corresponding

nonhomogeneous system (with {0\ on the right replaced by {c}) has an ad-

missible solution. The most general admissible solution of this latter system con-

tains exactly I independent arbitrary constants.

It is no restriction to assume that system zA+zA* fulfills the conditions

of Theorem 5.1, since these conditions can be achieved by a suitable trunca-

tion. Accordingly, we may suppose that zA+zA* has the factorization (5.57).

Each Qj is of order zero, and each "By of order one and canonical, so Lemmas

5.7 and 5.8 can be applied, together with the extension of Lemma 3.1 to cover

more factors (as was done in Theorem 3.6). From this follows the assertion

of Theorem 5.2.
6. Perturbation system, general case. Although we have not found a

factorization for the general case of a perturbation system, it is possible to

give a complete treatment of the corresponding system of equations, and this

we do in the present section. This treatment is to be regarded as supplement-

ing the work of §5 rather than superseding it, and for two reasons: (i) When

applicable, the solution of the system of equations provided in §5 is less com-

plex than that of the present section, (ii) The problem of factorization is of

interest in itself, and is as desirable of achievement as is the problem of solv-

ing the related system of equations.
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As a preliminary, we go back to the case of the ¿-periodic admissible

system

(6.1) zAn[X]=yn (((?„))£?),

which was treated in §3 (Theorem 3.6). Now, however, we shall use the de-

composition of zA found in Theorem 4.4:

(6.2) zA = CrSiC»«* • ■ • CiBiCu-i.

where the Q/s are of order zero and the <B/s are canonical corresponding to

prescribed integers si, • • • , s¡. We take all sy's equal to a fixed integer s.

If we define {yi } by

y'n - (Gï\[{yiU,

(6.1) is seen to be equivalent to

(CilzA)n[X] = y„;

and in order to avoid complication of notation we may suppose, with no loss

of generality, that (?i = C?fl is the identity. That is, we may suppose that (6.2)

reduces to

(6.3) zA = Bi&B2 ' ■ ■ Btd+i.

Then (6.1) becomes

(6.4) (Bi& ■ ■ • B.eu-i).[*] = Tn-

Let

(6-5) (Bl)n[WU]   =   Tn!

then

(e*--'<Bie*+i)«[x] - a)u.

As we know from §3, (3.37)-(3.40), system (6.5) has the general solution

(i)
«r = 7r r ^ s (mod k),

, n—l
(1) nk _       ,fc

UB+nk   =   «1    "Al   +    2-, al   y«-r(n-/-l)*,

J-0

with (1)«, =Xi arbitrary.

Let <»£/„: {«»o,»}, (l)Ui:{(1)«i,„} be defined by

(1> n       j.        (1) nk   i a   , ^
Mo,r = U, r ^ s;     Uo,s+nk = ai    (n = 0, 1, • • • );

(1) (1) Vi     ik ,
«l,r  =  7r, r ^  5/      «1,,+nt   =   2-, «1 7«+(n-i-l)fc   («   =   0,   1,   •   •   ■   ).

y-o
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Then

(Df/ = wUi + Xi^Uo.

Consequently,

(Ci « •  '   fiid+OntX]   =   ™Ul + Xl »)£/0.

Let (1) Vi, (1> Fo be the unique solutions of the equations

iC*)»[WVi]   =   ™Ut, i  =   1,  2,

and define (1) V by

wv = WVi + Xi <»>Fo,

so that

(Cí)»!"^]   =   mU  =   (1)(7l + Xl «Wo.

Then

(«»••• fiiCi+OntX]  =  »>Fi + Xi (»F».

Observe that (1)i/o and (1)F0 are independent of the sequence JYn).

Let (2) U be a solution of

(6.6) (fi2)n[(2)77] = (»Fi + Xi d'Fo.

Then

(e. • • • BlQl+i)n[X] = <2>77.

System (6.6) can be solved as was (6.5): the most general (2)¿7 has the form

mjj = <2>i/2 + x1<2>7Ji + x2<2>t/o,

where
(2) „ . (2) (1)

«o.r = 0,   rips; wi,r =     voy,

(2) nk (2) ^î      jk   (1)

«O.t+nfc  =  «2   J Wl,»+n*  =   2-1 a2   '       Vo,,+ {n-i-l)k;

i-0

(2) (1)
«2,r =        Vl,r\

(2) ^     ik   (1)

«2,,+nlt =   2-1 a2   -      Vl,t+in-i-l)k.

i-0

Also, if we define (2)F,-, i — 0, 1, 2, as the unique solutions of

(e3)n[(2,Ff]   =   <2>(7,-,

then

mv = MVi + Xi (»>Fi + X2 <2>F0
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satisfies (5)n[<2)F] = (2)(7. Here also, <2)Fi, <2>F0 are independent of  {7,,}.

This process can be continued until we get

(6.7) ("7/ = W£7, + Xi ('»Í7W + • • - + Xi «Wo

as the general solution of

(6.8) (fi¡)n[(¡)í7] = <*-»F ■ WVi-i + Xi <«-»F,_i + • • • + Xn t«-»Fo,

and

(6.9) («F = <»Fj + Xi «I'm H-+ X¡ <¡>F0

as the unique solution of

(6.10) (eí+i)n[(í)F] = <»£7.

But

ie,+i)n[x] = mu,

so

X = (¡>F.

To sum up, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let zA be admissible of order l>0, and let {cn} be admissible.

Define {yn\ by y» = iCï1)n[{cj} ]. Then the most general admissible solution of

(6.11) (zA)n[X] = cn (« = 0, 1, •••)

is given by

(6.12) Z= «Wl+2ZKwVi-P,
p-i

where the X's are arbitrary constants. The sequences (í)F¿ (i = 0, 1, • • • , /— 1)

are independent of {cn} and {yn}-

If c„ = 0, then 7n = 0, so (i) V¡ is then also the zero sequence. The sequences

(" Vi (i<l) are therefore solutions of the homogeneous system (zA)„[X]=0

(n = 0, 1, • • • ), and from Theorem 3.6 they are linearly independent.

We now pass to the admissible perturbation system.(1.6), which we write

as

(6.13) (zA + zA*)n[X] = cB (» = 0, 1, •••).

It is no restriction to suppose, as we do, that zA has the form (6.3). For if zA

is given by (6.2), then

zA + zA* = Qi(BiQ2 ■ ■ ■ fi,Ci+i + Gi'zA*),

and since zA* is an admissible system of perturbation terms, the same is true
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of Q^zA* by Lemma 5.1. Thus (6.13) is equivalent to

(QTzA+ QTzA*)n[X] - elm (&\[{cj}];

and QilzA has the desired form (6.3).

Lemma 6.2. Let B be of order one and canonical (in \t\ úq), corresponding to

the integer s and the zero a. Let e>0 be given. If \ z„\ ^ Af(2+0", then the solu-

tion U of

(B)n[U] = zn (n = 0, 1, ••■)

given by

Ur   =   Zr, r $  S

n-1

Us+nk  =   E a'kZs+(n-j- Dk ( | a |   ^ 2)
y-o

satisfies the inequality

(6.14) |m,| ^ MMi(? + 0n,

where pi is independent of {z„}.

We see at once that

I «r I è M(q + (y (r^ s).

Also,

»-i m
us+nk\ ú M2Z\<*\ik(q + •)•+<"-*-»» è --¡—r-(q + t)a+nk.

y-o (? + 0 * - I « r

We may therefore choose

(6.15) Mi=max<l,-¡—r> .

Lemma 6.3. Let 3C be k-periodic and admissible (in

be chosen small enough so that 3C is also admissible in | /

a constant p2 independent of {zn\ such that if \zn\ ÚM(q

(6.16) I (*).[{*/}] I £Mpi(q + i)\

If we expand Hn(t) :

CO

Hn(t)   =   E   fini*',
i-0

then 0'<l/(2+e) and N exist such that \hn\ iM Hence

t\ ^2), and lßt €>0

^q+t. There exists

0" then
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00 MN

I (K)n[{zi) ] | ^ NM2Zö''(q + *)n+í =-alí    ,    .   (g + .)»,
í-o l - 0 (g + «)

so we may choose

N
(6.17) M2

l - 0'(g + e)

If we apply Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 at each step in the proof of Lemma 6.1 we

obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4. There is a constant ¡i independent of {zn\ such that the inequality

(6.18) \iwVt[{zj}])n\úMu(q + t)» (»-0,1,...)

holds whenever |z„| ^M(q+e)n.

Remark. We wish to make clear the notation used on the left side of

(6.18), as applied to (í)F¡, particularly since we shall be using it freely. The

subscript n indicates that we are dealing with the element of index » in a

sequence. Let T: \tn} denote this sequence: F=<!)Fi[{z3-} ]. Then {tn} is that

unique solution of the system

(zA)n[T]=Zn (» = 0, 1, •••)

obtained by choosing all X's zero in the process of Lemma 6.1.

Lemma 6.5. Let zA*:A*(t)= E" a*¡t' be admissible, so that 6 and {kn}

exist such that

\a*ni\ ^ k„6> [6 < l/q; kn I 0].

If \z„\ ^M(q+e)n, where e>0 is small enough so that 6<l/iq+e), then

(6.19) \izA*)n[{zj}}\^ ^ (? + «)".
1 - 0(ç + e)

The proof is immediate, since (<^*)„[{z3-} ] = E"-o a*¡zn+j-

Let

*o
(6.20) ß =

1 - e(q + e)

It is no restriction to assume as we do that the following inequalities hold :

(6.21) ß<l,        0<-< 1,
1 — ßp
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since they can always be achieved by a suitable truncation. Here p is the con-

stant of Lemma 6.4.

Write equations (6.13) in the form

(6.22) (zA)n[X] m (BiQi ■ • • ©,e»+i).[*] = c» - (zA*)n[x].

We set up a sequence of approximations Xw, r = 1, 2, • • • , defined by

(6.23) (<BiQ, ■ ■ ■ <BiQw)n[X^] = c - (sA*)n[X <*-»],

with X(_1>={0}. By Lemma 6.1 we can write

XV = ^[{cH + EXp^Fi-p,
p-1

where (!)Fi[{cy}] has the meaning ascribed to it in the remark following

Lemma 6.4.

If we define {<£>}, {«£} by

(6.24) ci1' = cn- W).[mVtl{c,} ]];       5p!„ = (zA*)nfv^p],

then

(zA)n[X       J   =  C      —    2-,*P°P.n'<
p-1

so

And in general, setting

(6.25) cV =cn- W)»[i*V.l{*r0)]}i   C - WU^ViUCi1)}],

then

x(r) = (,v([{crn

(6-26) +¿xp(!ví_p-¿ A,{E(-iri(,Vi[{5r;n},
p-1 p-1 V ,n».l J

and

(6.27) (<^B[X(r+1)] = cV + E Api E (- »"CJ •
p-1 V. m-l '

Let X$ be the value of X^ when all X's are chosen to be zero:

(6.28) xf,-(,VI[{Cr1i] (cTmCn).
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Since ((c„))^g, there is an M=M(e) such that |cB| ^M(q+e)n. Hence if

X$>m {4r¿}i then by Lemma 6.4,

| x0,n | ^ M¡x(q + e) ;

and from Lemma 6.5, and (6.25) for r = l,

¡Cn'l ^ M(l + uß)(q + e)".

This gives us the inequalities

| xZ | ík Mß(l + nß)(q + e)n;        | c? | ;g M(q + e)"{l + uß + (tf)*} ;

and a simple induction leads to

| Cn' | ^ M(q + *)"{ 1 + (,iß) + ■■• + (uß)'} é -¥— (q + e)";
1 — up

(6.29) M

I *&| ^ JfM(g + *)"{! + Gtf) + • • • + (M/3)r '} =s —-— (g + e)\
1 — MP

Since X(0T) and {cBr>} are independent of e we see that these sequences are

all of type not exceeding q. Now

(6.30) Xo    — X0       =     Fí[{c,-       — Ci      ]],

and
(r-l) (r-2) .     -..     r<«)„r<    <r-2) tr-8)rj - crj = - wo-r^H«^ - «# ni

(6-31) = - i<A*).[xr> - xt*\.
From (6.31)

| ¿l) - c„ | = | - M*M(,V,[{<;,} ]] I á «(g + i)n,

so

I xo,n — xo.n | á -M"m /3(g + t) .

By induction we obtain

(6.32) | xo.l - xXT | =§ Marßr~\q + «)".

Since jli/3<1 by (6.21), it follows that

(6.33) X0,n =  Um Xo.n ({*0.n}   ■> Xi)
T-+OV

exists, w = 0, 1, • • • ; and (6.29) shows that Xo is admissible, with

| x„.„ | ^- (q + «)••
1 — MP
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We wish to show that X0 satisfies (6.22). For p>r,

i    (p)
I   *0,n

and letting p—> » :

(6.34) |   Xo.n

We have

(zA + zA*)n[Xo]   =   (zA + zA*)n[Xo  ~   X? ]  +  (zA + zA*)„ [X? J.

Also, from (6.23),

(ZAUXV]   =   Cn  -   (zA*)n[xV],

as we see by taking all X's zero. Hence

(zA + zA*)n[Xo] -cn = (zA + zA*)n[X0 - xF] + (*A*)«[xV - Xo~l>].

From (6.34) and Lemmas 6.3 and 6.5, there is a constant ju3 independent of

M, p, ß such that

| (zA + zA*)n[Xo - xr] | ^ ^5- (ßp)\q + 0";
1 — ßp

and from (6.32) and Lemma 6.5,

| (zA*)n[xT - Xr''] I á M(pß)\q + 0".

Hence C=C(t) exists, independent of r and n, such that

| (zA + zA*)„[Xo] - c| S C(/3M)r(? + 0";

so on letting r—* oo we see that

(zA + zA*)n[Xo]   =   C

That is, Xo is a solution of (6.22).

Let us return to (6.26). Denote the coefficience of Xp by XP, so that

(6.35) X(r) = XO''+ ¿ ApXpr>,

p-i

with

(6.36)       xr = (v¡_p+ zí-ir-'v.ní^}].
m-l

We wish to show that as r—» oo, X^ has a limiting value Xp, that this sequence

(r) , Mil r n

*¿.í| á —-; (ws) (2 + 0 ;
i - pß

(r)  | Mp r „
x„,„ | ^ :- (pß) (q + 0

l - Pß
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is admissible, and that it satisfies the homogeneous equation.

Now a)Vi-p (p = l, • • • , I) are particular solutions of the homogeneous

system (zA)n[X] =0, so there is a number Nsuch that 1(<0Fi_p)„| ^N(q+e)n.

From (6.24),

|C| ZNß(q + t)n;

and if we use (6.25), an induction gives the inequality

(6.37) \opr!n\^Nß(ßri)T~\q + f)n.

It follows from (6.36) that

(6.38) Xp = lim Xpr) (p « 1, - • • , [)
r—#oo

exists and has the value

(6.39) XP = <!V,_P + t (- I)" 'V.nCH (P = i, • • •, O-
m-1

Moreover, if XP= \xp,n\, then

A N
(6.40) | Xp,n \ è N(q + e)«E (/3m)m =-(g + O"-

m-l 1  — .ßß

Xp(p = l, •••,/) is thus admissible.

We now have need of the following lemma.

Lemma 6.6. The following interchanges of order of operations are permissible:

i*¿*)n\±i-i)m{l)vi[{C,}}] = ±i-i)m&f*).tvt[icni

(^.rtc-if'v.no]] = ti-if^Au^vdicni]-.
l— m=l -J m=l

(6.41)

As for the first of these, this amounts to a change of order of summation

of the double series

p— 0 m—1

which is valid because of the absolute convergence of this series (as seen from

(6.37))  The second case requires more consideration.

Let it be recalled that(l) F¡[¡7,} ] is a definite solution of the system

(zA)n[X]=yn (»-0,   1,   ■••),

namely that solution obtained by taking all X's as zero in the process of
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Lemma 6.1. Turning to that process, denote by wUi™), (1)(7i those solutions

of (6.5) corresponding respectively to

hw}-lC},    {Tn} = {¿(-ifCJ,

for which Xi = 0. These solutions are given by

»—i
(i) ,    .    . (i) -^   j*

«l,r = 7r      (r + S); Ui,,+nk  =   2-, «1 7«+(n-j-l)*.

J'-O

It is clear that we have

(6.42) (l)t/i = E(-if-(lvr\
m-l

Now define (»F'7', (1)Vi as the unique solutions of

(e2)n[(1vn = (1vr;   (e2)n[(1Vi] = a)ui.

Then

,(l)Tr(n>). frr\    rW>T7<m>l. /«.m //a-1\    r(1)rr   1
(       Fl     )„   =   (5   )n[       Ul      ]; (      Fl)n   =   (&   )n [       Ul]]

and the relation

(6.43) a)Vi=±(-l)m.WVr
i

now  follows  from   the  absolute  convergence  of  the  double  series  that

((^«[Em-i (-1)"<1)ÜÍ^] represents for each n.

Proceeding in this manner, we find that (6.42) and (6.43) continue to

hold when the superscript and subscript (1) is replaced by (2), (3), • • • , (/).

The case (I) reads as follows:

(6.44)      <ZV{{¿(- ifC}] = E(- if-'ViUC}].

Applying zA to both sides (as can be done), and recalling the meaning of

wVi\\%i\\, we get

(^)n[E(-lf  (Vj{0]]

-M).[mF,[{£(-i>TC?

= E(- ifC = E(- o^^HiS)]]!
m-l 1
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and this is the second relation of (6.41).

Now we can show that Xp (p=l, • • • , I) is a solution of the homogeneous

system

(6.45) (zA + zA*)n[Xp] = 0 (» = 0, 1, •••).

From (6.39),

(zA + zA*)n[Xp]   =   (^)nfWl-p]  +  (zA*)n[WVl-p]

+ (^+^*)„[E(-ir(!vi[{5P*:;}]].

Now

(zA)n[0iVl-P]   =   0,

as we know from Lemma 6.1; and from (6.24),

(zA*)n[("Vl-p]=ôZ.

Hence on applying Lemma 6.6, and (6.25),

(zA + zA*)n[Xp]

=  C + E (-lf(zA)nf)Vl[{C] } ] + 0^*)n] [ t ("if ''V.nC } ]l
m—1 L m=l J

= 5P,„ +E (-1)  5p,„  +E (-1)  5P,n     = 0.

That is, (6.45) holds.
So far we have established the existence of a particular admissible solu-

tion Xo of the nonhomogeneous system of equations (6.13), and I admissible

solutions Xp (p = l, • • • , I) of the homogeneous system. There remain two

tasks: (i) To show that Xi, • • ■ , Xi are linearly independent; and (ii) To

prove that / is the maximum number of linearly independent solutions, so

that if F= {y„| is a solution of (6.13), then Y is the sum of Xo and a linear

combination of Xu • ■ • , Xi. These we take up in turn.

Let ai, • ■ • , <r¡ be arbitrary constants, once chosen fixed, and not all

zero; and set

(6.46) V=2Z*P(!)Vi-P.

p-i

Then V= {vn} is a nonzero solution of

(^)n[F] = 0 (M = 0, I,.--.),

since (i) Vi-P (p = l, • ■ ■ , I) are linearly independent (as seen in Lemma 6.1).
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There therefore exists a positive constant H = H(e) such that

(6.47) |*| £ 77(g + e)"

and such that for at least one value n = «',

(6.48) |»„.| = 77(g+ *)»'.

From (6.39),

(6.49) ¿ o-pXp = F + ¿ (- l)r "VJ{ É cr^jl.
p—l r-l L   V j>-l f   J

Now from (6.24), 8« = (<^*)„[(,) F,_„], so

I^'i= (^*)n[F];
.»-i

hence

E °"p5p
p=i

cn
fS 7700? + «)  .

Consequently

|((Vi[|¿crp5p:,J}])|^77M? + í)n;

and from (6.25),

i
E'X"    :S Hß\(q+e)n,
po.1

and so on. A simple induction yields the inequality

(6.50)

Thus, since ßu<l,

(<íV¡[{¿Mrí}])|^77(^)r(g

(6.51) -«■4]II«Ä*+'-
But we also have ßn/(l—ßa) <l by (6.21), so examination of (6.49), in

view of (6.48) and (6.51), shows that

(2Z°PXP)     *0.
\ p-l / n>

The solution  Ep-i apXp is thus not the zero sequence, and we conclude
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from  the fact that the <r's  may assume any values  (not all zero)  that

Xi, ■ • • , Xi are linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous system

(zA + zA*)n[X]   =   0.

There now remains, as stated before, to show that every admissible solu-

tion F of (6.13) has the expression

(6.52) Y = Xo+2~2KX
p-1

i

\     V

for proper choice of the X's. To this effect, let X he defined by

X = Xo + 2—1 ApAp,
p-i

with as yet undetermined coefficients {Xp}. Then

(zA + zA*)n[Y]   =   (zA + zA*)n[X]   =.Cn (»   =   0,   1,   ■   •   • )¡

and on setting

(6.53) Y' = Y-Xo

we have (zA+zA*)n[Y'] =0.

Write this equation as (zA)n[Y']= —(zA*)n\_Y']. From Lemma 6.1 there

exist constants XP=XP (p = 1, • • • , /) such that

(6.54) F' = <"F¡;y- + ¿Xp' (,)F,_p,
p-i

where (!)F¡;r' is the solution (i) Vi of Lemma 6.1 corresponding to

{Tn}    =    {-(zA*)n[Y']}-.

(zA)n[mVl-,Y,]   =   -   (zA*)n[Y'],

wVttr" wVt[{- (zA*)n[Y']}].

Define X', Z by

(6.55) x' = ¿Ap'Xp = Ex/ <íV!_p+ E(- i)r(,)^r{Ex,'i£y}l
p-1 p-1 r-1 L   l p-1 /   J

,..«, *-r-r-«V«,-£(-«-V.[{¿w4]
-"V,[|-(«f»).[r]|]

'""«[{¿/•(s(-«'5!:)}]'
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the last expression following from the proof of Lemma 6.6.

Again by Lemma 6.6,

(<^*)„[x'] = Éx;(«^*)„[(î)fi_î)]
p-i

+ ¿(-i)V*)n[<V¡[{¿x;5p:)).

-tx/C+E(-l)'(É8,T)
p-1 r=l \ j>-1 /

= ¿xí.'(e(-ir1cY
J>-1 \ r=l /

Hence

Z = «>F,[{- (zA*)j[Y']\] + "V,[{(zA*)i[X']}] = wv,[{(zA*)i[X' - F']}]

or

(6.57) Z= -«Wl[[(zA*)i[z]\].

Since Z is admissible, there is a constant () = Q(e) such that

| zn | g <2(g + e)«,

and such that Q is as small as possible, so that an index n = n' exists for which

(6.58) |zB-| =Q(q + €)"'.

From Lemma 6.5,

| (zA*)n[Z] | ^ Qß(q + •)*,

SO

\ (™Vt[{(zA*)j[Z]}])n\ Z Qßß(q + e)».

Since ßß<l, we see from (6.57) that

M ^Qp>(g + *)n'.

This is in contradiction to (6.58) unless Q = 0 ; which means that z„ = 0 ; that is,

that Z'=F'-X"={0}. Thus, Y' = X', and

F = Xo+Exp'Xp,
p-i

as was to be shown.

We may now sum up:

Theorem 6.1. Let zA+zA* be admissible (in \t\ ^g) with zA of order I, and
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consider the system of equations (1.6). This system has an admissible particular

solution Xo, and the homogeneous system (cn = 0) has precisely I linearly inde-

pendent admissible solutions (Xi, • • • , Xi). The most general admissible solu-

tion of (1.6) is

i

(6.59) X = X0+2ZKXp,
p-i

for arbitrary choice of the \'s.

To this we can add the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 hold. If ((c)) =¿^2. there

is a solution Xi of (1.6) of type not exceeding d, and the most general solution

whose type is not greater than d has the form

h

X = Xi + 2-1 ̂ p' xi
p-1

where zA is of order hin \t\ ^d and Xi (p = 1, • • • , h) is a set of linearly inde-

pendent solutions of the homogeneous equation, of type not exceeding d. Let the

I nests of zeros {co'ay}, j = l, ■ ■ ■ , I, be grouped into classes, all those nests

having a common absolute value being put into the same class. Let there be s

classes, of absolute value

0 < pi< ■ ■ ■ < p„

and let ps correspond to gj nests, so that Ej-i £i = l- Then a fundamental set of

solutions of the homogeneous system (1.6) (c„ = 0) can be found such that exactly

gj of these solutions are of type p¡ (j = 1, • ■ ■ , 5).

The first part of the theorem is obvious on considering zA as admissible

and of order h in |/| ¿d. Consider therefore the homogeneous case. If

2i<Mi. then zA is of zero order in 11\ ^qi, so there is no solution X of the

homogeneous system, other than X= {o}, that is of type less than pi. In

I /| £p\, zA is of order gi, so by Theorem 6.1 there are exactly gi linearly in-

dependent solutions of type not exceeding ¿m and therefore of type equal to

Pi. If 22 is chosen in jui<22<M2> *A is still of order gi in |/| g22. so no new

solutions are brought in until we consider zA in \t\ ^p2. For this case zA is

of order gi+g2. Having already accounted for gi solutions, we now have g2 new

solutions (all gi+g2 solutions being linearly independent), and these are of

necessity of type equal to p2; and so on, until the complete statement of the

theorem is established.
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